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Are Installed
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Minstry
Ask Peace
By PIERRE GUILMANT
FORREST City, Ark. — Rac-
ial tension in this Arkansas
City took a turn for the better
when the "Middle 90 per cent"
rallied at the Forest City High
School to unite against "the
extremists those five percent
to the right and those five per
cent to the left" who, accord-
ing to the speakers present,
"seek to rip our fair city assun-
der."
Addressing a crowd, estimat-I
ed by police to be in excess of
1,500, the Rev. Emory Wash-
ington of Forrest City, a black
appointee of Gov. Winthrop
Rockefeller to the State Board BRANDON JOINS MAHALIA — Otha L. as vice president in charge of accounting
of Education, admonished, "If Brandon, center, former business manager and business affairs. Seen who him are Bea
we had taken wouldn't have of LeMoyne-Owen College, has joined the L. Hooks, left, president of the firm, a n d
this prof): m today . • •' Mahalia Jackson's Franchise System, Inc., A. W. Willis, chairman of the board.
Rev. Washington was refer-
M ahalia Jackson Systemring to more than six weeks of iracial tension with sprinklingslof violence and school closings.1The city's schools were closed
Thursday and Friday because
of racial problems but reopen-
ed Monday under an alertedl
city police force, with Arkansas
state police in the background, j
-11i6-tallk-iiirl" sponsored by
Forrest City businessmen and A. W. Willis. 
board chair-fin Business and Plant Manage-
clergymen who have become man and Ben L. Hooks, pre
si-Iment under the auspices of the
dent of Mahalia Jackson's, United States Agency for In-
Franchise Systems, Inc.. joint-
ly announced the selection of
Otha L. Brandon to head ac-
counting and business affairs an Shot
of the fast growing firm.
Brandon, former business
manager of LeMoyne— Owen n
90 per cent" to speak up and to,I.College, will be a vice presi-
concerned about the events in
this East Arkansas city.
The rally took on a bi-racial
and non-denominational flavor
A number ot schools opened Nashville, and began his teach- as ministers of most of t he
this year with new principals, hog career in 1951 as a junior I city's churches gathered on
but at Lester High School and high mathematics teacher at the speakers' platform.
Melrose High School, veterans Douglass Hissis School. I All urged the city's "middle
He stayed there two years,of the ‘'aculty were found in
Campbell as the principal.
At Lester High School, the as-
sistant principal, John E. Wes-
ley, assumed the spot which
had been occupied by Robert
H. Morris, who left school a
short while before it closed last
year to retire for health rea-
sons.
As Mr. Campbell's succes-
sor, Mr. Conley is in command
of a school with slightly more
than 2,300 students and 97
teachers. He was transferred
from Douglass where he was
principal, to Melrose where he
began his public school career
in 1951 as biology teacher and
coach.
Mr. Conley was a teacher in
. trade school for veterans be-
fore entering the public school
system. After a stint at Mel-
rose, he went to Hyde Park
Elementary School for a year,
then was principal of Porter
Junior High School for two
years, and served as principal
of Douglass for 10 years be-
fore his transfer this fall.
He 'is a graduate of Bishop
College An Dallas, Texas, and
holds a master of arts degree
from Washington University in
St. Louis, Mo.
Mr. WE sley holds both bache
lor and master's degrees from
Tennessee State University in
Taylor Raps
Nixon Plan On
Welfare Cuts
State Representative James
I. Taylor of District 5 was guest
speaker last week to some 60
mothers receiving public wel-
fare at a meeting being held
in the auditorium of the De-
partment of Employment Se-
curity.
The mothers are undergoing
training in one of the many
such programs being conducted
throughout the United States
by the Department of Labor.
He said that the President's
goal is to cut the welfare rolls.
Mr. Taylor told the mothers
that 'President Nixon does nol
know what he is doing,. but the
results will be more harm than!
goad."
the top spots by returning stu- then served with the Army for support elected leadership in 
dent of the black initiated and
dents and teachers. two years. and then was assign- "a responsible course of action 
oriented enterprise.
Melvina Ow, a former ed to Lester High School in 1955 in the city's racial crisis." 
A major Mahalia Jackson 0111ootball coach at as a teacher of science and Francis Vandiver, president System objective is to renderteacher 
Melrose, succeeded • of the city's Chamber of Corn- 
first class service to the public.
Floyd mathematics.
From 1958 to 1963, Mr. Wes-
e ense
ley taught biology, chemistry,
and physics at Lester and serv-
ed as the school's athletic direc-
tor. He was appointed assistant
principal, and was elevated to
the school's top post on Mr.
Morris' retirement.
His wife is the former Miss
Mary M. Robinson, who is em-
ployed at Universal Life Insur-
ance Company.
He is the son of the late Mr.
1
John S. Wesley. who died lasti
spring, and whose friends have!
established a memorial fund
for him at Memphis State Uni-
1,ersity, and Mrs. Freddie L.
Wesley, who is a secretary at
the Chrktian Methodist Episco-
pal Publishing House in Mem-
phis. 1
merce, told the host of black' to offer employment opp
ortuni-
and white citizens. "we must ties,
 and to demonstrate busi- A 35-year-old truck driver
support our local leadership ness and financial maturity 
in was shot in the arm early Mon-
and we must be firm and stand the business community. 
Nir. day morning when he awoke
together Brandon's services to the 
$ys. to surprise a burglar in his
"We of the middle 90 per cent tern exemplifies this objective. 
_apartment at 1210 Dunnavant.
must become interested and Brandon brings Grade - A 
The victim was Ruben Driv-
must become aware that oar credentials to the position he
 er, a d r i v e r f o r Gar
rison's
future is at stake and that we has accepted. He l's one of the 
Truck Lines. He is in fair con-
must seek direction and lead- few black men in Americ
a who dition 
at the William Bowld
ership. has earned the status of Celli-
Hospital.
Mrs 
"You are the people that the fled Public Accountant (CPA). 
. Driver,nurse To-
rest of the city, the state and, He is a graduate of the
 Uni-1 
bey Hospital for Children, said
yes, the .e not 
that the burglar came into the 
versity o f Illinois i n sereral apartment, and when her hus-
heard from yet. You are the recognized institutions. He serv-
people.-Mho tend to draw back
from any disturbance and let
your elected public servants
function for you in their respec- years at LeMoyne College. . .
. and recently completed two
See Page 2 l years in Africa as an advisor
_. .
ome
LFSTER's NEW PRINCIPAL — Joke E.
Wesle, the new principal of Leater High
school, looks over some of the school's
schedules with three of his students. From
left. standing. are James Lewis, captain of
ed four years as Chief Finance
Officer at Rust College in
Holly Springs, Mississippi; ten
the football leans ;Maria Williams, a senior
the football team: Maria Williams. a senior
and assistant editor of the school paper,
"The Lion's Lair."
hand said, "What's going on"
and started to climb out of the
bed, the man shot her husband
in the left arm.
Before the burglar broke into
the apartment, he had enter-
ed several other apartments in
the multiple unit Dunnavant
Manors.
The intruder had used a
sharp instrument to pry open
the door.
Also in the apartment at the
time of the shooting was the
couple's 12-year-old son.
Macedonia
Youth Day
The New Macedonia Baptist
Church will observe annual
Youth Day on Sunda y, Sept.
28.
The guest speaker will be
Miss Gloria Jean Neal a
member of the Ebenezer Bap-
tist Church. Other guests at the
3 p.m. service will be the Pil-
grim Rest Baptist Church and
the youth choir of Ebenezer.
The public is invited. T h e
church is located at 1650 Michi-
gan st.
The Rev Willie Mack is the
pastor.
NAACP Will
Meet Sept.28
The Memphis Branch of the
NAACP will hold its regular
meeting for the month next
Sunday, Sept 28, at the Mt.
Olive CME Cathedral at Linden
and Lauderdale sts.
ames Brandon To VP Post
ternational Development, of
;the United States Department
fof State.
1 He comes to Mahalia Enter-
iprises from Tuskegee Institute
where he served as Chief Ac-
countant of the multi-million
dollar operation. In all of these
functions Mr. Brandon was in-
volved in the area of person-
nel management, accounting
and auditing, investment and
business administration.
He is married and has five
children. Three of his children
are in leading universities. He
is a member of Centenary
Methodist Church. He is a
member of the Omega Psi Phi
Fraternity, and formerly serv-
ed as Chairman of the Board
of Directors of the Memphis
Business League.
(Dick Gregory Will
Lead March And
Address Fayetters
Dick Gregory, the c mecilan,
will help lead next Saturday's
protest march in Somerville,
Tenn., and he is scheduled to
make a speech in support of
the boycott of merchants in
that city.
But the speechmaking will
be held in some other public
place beside the town square.
About 2,000 persons marched
to the town square last Satur-
day to hear speeches by 0. Z.
Evers, a Memphis civil rights
leader; Baxton Bryant, Ten-
nessee Council on Human Rela-
tions; Dr. H. Ralph Jackson,
Memphis religious leader; Mrs.
Maggie Horton of Somerville,
and others.
Some of the marchers report-
ed that they were harassed,
but the local police looked on
and did nothing to halt whites
from threatening the black pro-
testers.
Linell Settles of MOSCOW.
Tenn., who is in charge of the
; pickets walking in the town
square, said a knife was bran-
dished at him by a %011ie youth,
and town police ignored the
'youth instead of arresting him.
A mother of seven, Mrs. An-
nie Pearl Coach, was threaten-
ed with the cessation of wel-
fare unless she stopped march-
•ing with a picket sign.
On Monday. was said, that
both kfrs. Coach and her hus-
band, Duke Coach. who had
broken into her home and beat
iher about a month ago. were
'sentenced to jail terms after a
'trial in the county court.
Blacks have reported being
'threatened in other sections of
the county. Willie Lee Miller,
who lives near Anna's Crossing,
said that a white man pointed
a pistol at him and said, "You
young niggers are trying to
-get rich but you are going to
have to work for whatever you
'get. Now let that be a warning
to you."
During a hearing last Friday
Dr. Taylor To Speak
On 'Art Of Living'
Teh Rev. Dr. Gardner C.
Taylor. former president of
the Progressive National Bap-
tist Convention, will be the
speaker this fall and winter on
the National Broadcasting Com-
pany's public affiars radio pro-
gram, "The Art of Living "
Dr. Taylor, who is pastor
of Concord Baptist Church of
Christ, Brooklyn, which has one
of the largest Protestant con-
gregations in the nation, will
speak on the 15-minute pro-
gram at 10:15 a.m. CST every
Sunday, October through March ,
Dr. Taylor. well-known as a
preacher throughout the
English speaking world, will
deal in these informal Sunday
talks with man's need for God
in his private life. Since he will
be speaking on fifty-five NBC
station coast-to-coast which car-
ry the program, Reverend Tay-
lor is expected to speak to the
nation on the religious signifi-
cance of the moral and socisl
problems faced by the United
States. The talks are to be in-
spirational and conversational
rather than topical and ser-
1970. , monic.
FIGHTING h I EAR O.W. Pickett. of
Memphis. coordinator for the Citizens Op-
posed to Starvation Taxes, is shown taking
up a collection hi Forrest City, Ark. The
cantettes was for "Sweet Willie Wine" wat-
DICK GREGORY
in Federal Court, Federal Dis-
trict Judge Bailey Brown els
lcwed the Somerville protesters
to hold 3 speaking rally on the
lawn of the Fayette Count y
Court. but said that future
speaking rallies must be held
in some other area beyond the
court square and lawn, be-
cause the speeches interfere
with the usual Saturday busi-
ness inside the courthouse.
JudgeBrown suggested the
parking jot of the Fayette Coun-
ty High School for future ral-
lies, and said that the gymna-
sium could be used in case the
weather happened to be too
bad for thet
outside.
in
Joe N. Cocke. attorney for
the Somerville merchants, said
that he did not know and could
not commit the Fayette County
Board of Education to meet.
logs as the school suggested.
Judge Brown said that he
had hea-d some reports that
black spnechmakers had refer-
red to Fayette County law en-
forcement officers as "red
. necks" and "crackers," and
suggested that speakers be
more temperate in the future.
Mrs. John McFerren, an offi-
cial of the Original Fayette
County Welfare League, said
that whites had attempted to es-
tablish some communications
with blacks through a ,letter
signed by Judge T V. Luck,
chairman of he County Court.
but wher a date was set for a
I meeting between the groups,
the whies said they could not
meet
No further efforts have been
made at a meeting between
the groups
son who was arrested in Little Rock. A rk
on the way to the rally. tson,
his release, said he would lead another
"walk against fear" in East Arkansas.
1
Mother Hattie Jones Williams. Sanctuary at 538 Li
chairman of the board; Issac and to the Tea
Stevenson. president of the:following in the church dining
senior usher board; and room. For WomenMother Bessie Shelby Kimble,
one of the church founders.
All three have served t he
church for more than 50 years.
Beautiful red roses and gifts
were presented to them. A
glowing tribute was offered
by James Lewis, a deacon of
Early Grove Baptist Church
Mrs. Van Taylor and Mrs
Hickman Johnson were the
sponsors
The Rev. H. C. Cherry is min-
ister of the church. Women Prepare
Evening Star For Their▪ Day
Baptist Plan
3
Outstanding Laymen
Speakers At Friendship
Annual Laymen's Day
was observed last Sunday at
the Friendship Baptist Church
at 1356 Volientine ave.
During the morning worship
service, a dynamic and promi-
nent layman of Beulah Bap-
Chur c h, C. W. Westbrook,
v. as the speaker.
Musk for the service was
sung by the Imperial Choir
under the direction of Nelson
Jackson.
The speaker for the 3 p.m.
program was Criminal Court!
Veteran Church
Workers Honored
At First Baptist
Judge C. Odell Horton, a lay-
man of the Mt. Pisgah Chris-
tian Methodist Episcopal
Church.
Singing for the service MIS
the senior choir of the church,
directed by Mrs. Helen Hines.
John E. Williams was gene-
ral chairman of Laymen's
Day. The Rev. W. A. Suggs is
! minister of the church.
Watts Singers
Ask Peace
Continued From Page 1
live positions,- he said
Vandiver noted such action
by the majority of Forest
City's citizenry was proper.
"Hosvever," he co ntinued,
"there comes a time when our
officials are burdened by awe-
some changes in a hurry, and
we must stand firmly behind
them and show them we too,
can accept change without re-
sorting to violence."
(2) Make available infor-
mation concerning the running
of a political campaign and the•
organization and implemerita-
tion of voter registration drives.
(3) Set up program to in-
The Rev. Clyde Hankins, group of militant delegates and form black e lected officials
pastor of the Forrest City' observers convened a black about the duties of t heir of- ,
First Baptist Church, asked the caucus to voice their coin-flees and their responsibilities!
gathering, "Are there those of Plaints with the present climate • to their communities.
I us who are so stupid and set. of the American political pro- (4) Establish a team of ad.
j fish . . . . that we are willing cess visors and a i d e s to conduct
to destroy our town?" At a series of closed meet, research about black politicians
ings from which white observ- and community characteristics
Rev. Washington summPd up ers ind newsmen were barred, to assist them in their cam-
the meeting as "an eye open- the Black Caucus passed a set paiens
nual "Harvest Tea." ing to all the problems, in one of nine resolutions and adopted (5) Set up a Black Speakers'
community, but if it does not a 10-point platform for black Bureau of politicians and lead- ,
-
Under the general theme. ! make the 
community aware of political action. Arthur Eve, ers which will function on at
Dr. W. Herbert Brewster. Rhapsody in Black," the must- situations other than that of State R e presentative from monthly basis, according to
the school closings, we have Buffalo. N.Y., was elected tern- regions and at the Center with'
failed." porary chairman of the caucus!! different congressmen and
The platform which was pre-' senators who are key persons
Life" program was given at direction of Willie Cage.
the First Baptist Church Broad sented by Karl C
arter, a 25- on issues.
on Sunday. Sept. 7. The public is invited to both   year old 
third year law student (7) Organize f u n d-raising
the musical program, from Allen Chapel at Howard U., included the fol- dinner and parties for block
A t 
 •
minister of the East Trigg
Baptist Church, was guest
soaker when "This is Your
At Monumental
The songs of black people -
opera, semi-classical and sec-
ular, will be aired Sunday, Sep-
tember 28, when Mt Olive C. '
M E. Church observes its An-
cal portion of the tea will fea-
ture soloists from the church's
Youth Department, under the ,
mong t osehonoredwere 4:00-5:00 p.m. in the Mt. Olive
mien Avenue !F t (1) Set up a Trust Fund
Center for Black Politics to be
Leaders for the Annual Af-
.f.ir, one of three at Mt Olive.
are Mrs. Myran Forte, Mrs.
Luella Taylor, Robert Sholar
and W. H. Banks.
The Rev. T. C. Lightfoot,
.Tr. is pastor of the church.
lo ing.
immediate!' ea ures Day for political education with a
established in Washington with New Bethel
seed money of $150,000.
Allen Chapel AME Church
1559 S. Third St. is having an
nual Women's Day, Sunday Avery ChapelSept. 28.
The Theme: "Today's Worn-
en Weeding The Field of Chris-
tianity." Lists Speakers
The membership has been;
Ward Chapel divided into two major divi-sions, dubbed the "Blacks"!
and the "Blues". Two opposing
chairmen lead these major
i groups, with each having six
smaller divisions. These "Me-
DEFENDER
! DR. CLARK SAYS:
Black Electees Must
Jump In Main Stream
By ETHEL L. PAYNE
WASHINGTON — A prevail-
ing sentiment for a "Thired
Force" in politics swept t he
Institute for Black Elected Of-
ficials after an impatient
candidates.
Ward Chapel AME Church The 11 a. m. worship will
chanics" are to expedite the
financial aspect of the Rally.
, at 1125 S. Parkway East will feature Mrs. Ethel G. Beavers,
celebrate annual Women's Day the minister's wife, and a de-
Women s Day,on Sunday, Sept. 28. and serv- votee of religious, social and/ ing as chairman is Mrs. Ethel civic activities, as the speaker
111 in14---Coperland. Women he — - of the occasion.
Evening Star Baptist Church ! charge of all services of the!
at 1051 Mississippi blvd. w ill! day. Some of the best talent
celebrate annual Women's Day in the city will be presented.
on Sunday, Sept. 28, and the , Guest speaker for the morn- '
morning message will be deliv- ing service will be Mrs. Ira
( red by the minister, the Rev. ' Wells, principal of the E. A.
Brock Henderson. Harold High School at Milling-
At the Women's Day program ton.
at 3 pm the guest speaker' A panel discussion will be
will be Mrs. L. V. Reser a featured at the afternoon pro-
•
member of Progressive Bap- gram
tist Church. Mrs. Frances Neal' The women have set their
a member of Christ Baptist goal at $3,000 for the program
Church, will be mistress of in an effort to exceed the
ceremonies.
Mrs. Daisy Harris is Worn-! year. The public is invited.
en's Day chairman and Mrs. I Ward Chapel is the church
Mildred Brewer co-chairman. 'where everybody is some-
The public is invited to all body," states the minister, the
services of the day. Rev. R. L. McRae.
CAR WASH FOR SALE
15 Years Same Location
This is not a do—it—your self but
fully Automatic. Mostly New
EquiFenent. Low Overheei ('nod
Profit. Will ccnsider Trading for
property of acreage.
Location
1047 E. THOMAS
REED'S CAR WASH
PH. 396-9320 C.R. Reed 398-4024
Perry Best Realty
REALTORS
2129 Winchester
 •
INTERNATIONAL HARVESTER COMPANY
MEMPHIS WORKS
Needs
PRODUCT DESIGN
ENGINEERS
Graduate Mechanical Engineers or related
metal &sip educations for form eaurpment
&sips may phone for appointment to
Employment Supervisor 357-5311
At the 3:30 p.m. hour-Mrs.
Gloria Jean C. Dentham, a,
teacher in the city school sys-'
tern, and the wife of the Rever-
end J. T. Dentham, prominent
A.M.E. Minister, is the featur-
ed Speaker. The public is in-
vited-
The Rev. E. Paul Beavers is
the Minister.
For Annual Day
Annual Women's Day will be
held at the Avery Chapel AME
Church at Trigg and Neptune
on Sunday, Sept. 28. 4
The guest speaker for the
morning service will be Mrs.
Gertrude Scruggs of the Mem-
phis City Schools.
At the special program at
3:30 p.m.. the speaker will be
Mrs. F. G. Garrett, president
of the Tennessee Conference of
Missionaries of the AME
Church, and the wife of Pre-
siding Elder F. G. Garrett.
Everyone is invited to spend
the day and have dinner with
the congregation in the church
dining room.
Mrs. Erma Ruth Cook is
chairman of Women's Day. The
(8) Create a channel for ti-
Usher Board
Plans Service
nancjal assistance to grass
roots candidates in their cam-
paigns.
(9) Such assistance to go to
, vice- 1
mayor, sheriff, city council-!
man, alderman. Center for!
Black Politics would be moving
to reorganize the political poten-
tial of black people in this coun-
try around issues pertinent to:
the welfare of black people.
Carter. a native of Los An-
geles, and an amateur politi-
cal scientist, said he has been
interested in politics since he
was 15 years old. He described'
the "Third Force" as a di-
mension that has be.m in exist-
ence tot 45 years, e'er since
Negroes began registering
in sigiiiicont rHilibers. bui
which has been exercised only
haptvi ,ardly in the past. Carter
said it surfaced as a powerful
entity •ri 11-60 when it was rr!
sponsible for the election of
President John F. Kennedy.
The time has come, he said,
to built a new "Third Force"
into A viable instiument that
SiyMIDAY, SEPTEMBER
can shape the deem of Amer) 
4
lea in the latter part of the
20th Cemtii.v This tan be at.-
complished by patterning the
drive for recognition on the old
populist movement. This would
build a coalition of rural and ur-
ban blacks, farmers and labor-
ers and white collar workers
with professionals.
The resolutions celled for con-
Uniting the right of founda-
tions to contribute on a tax free
basis to voter registration cam-
paigns and said that further
they should be required to allo-
cate part of their funds to thisl
purpose. Home Rule for the
Distriei of Columbia was en-
dorsed. Black representation
on the policy commissions of
such regulatory agencies as the
Federal Communication com-
mission, the Federal Trade
Commission a n d the Inter-
state Commerce Commission
was included as an urgent re-
quest to President Nixon
The set of resolutions sharp-
ly cirticized the attitude of At-
torney General John Mitchell
and his assistant, Kevin Phil-
lips and called upon Mr. Nixon
to show his support for the 83
attorneys in the department
who have taken exception to
some of Mitchell's policies on
civil rights.
In other sections, the resolu-
tions condemned Title II of the
McCarran Act which continues
the detention camps of World
War II.
Inventory will be held at the g
New Bethel Baptist Church at I
2215 Stovall St. on Sunda y, g
sept.-28, at 3 p.m. It is being V
held on behalf of Women's Day. 1
The guest speaker will be V
Evangelist Gertrude McMullen
of the Zion Temple Church ofl
God in Christ, who will be in- I
troduced by Mrs. Burgess
Huston of the Holy Temple I
Church of God in Christ.
The mistress of ceremonies
for the program will be Mrs.
Murline Lipford, who will be
introduced by Miss Kallessa
Ann Lipford. Both are m e m-
bers of the Darwin Church of
God in Christ.
Mrs. Ora Mae Calloway of
Gospel Temple Baptist Church
will be devotional leader. El-
der Leslie Matthews will be
among the special guests.
Mrs. H. A. Turnage is chair-
man of the program and Mrs.
Albert Miller co-chairman,
with Mrs. Lillie Mae Evans as
sponsor.
Rev. Miller Peace is the mini- The Rev G. G
ster. ' pastor.
S2.940.76 mark they raised last Old Taylor Presents: Ingenious Americans
#8 in a series
Norbert Rillieux (1806-1894)
He made all our lives
a little sweeter.
Norbert Rillieux began life on a plan-
tation near New Orleans. He was a bright
child and eager to learn. So his father,
anxious that the boy receive a good ed-
ucation, sent him to Paris.
Rillieux quickly lived up to all expec-
tations. He published several papers on
the steam engine and its economy and
was soon an instructor at one of the fin-
est Paris academies.
Hiseducation and training behind him,
Rillieux decided to return to the U.S. to
put his talents to use.
In the early 1840's sugar was manufac-
tured by a slow,primitive method known
as the "Jamaica Train". This made it an
sive luxury that only a few could
7oeril
One day, Rillieux ran his fingers
through a small bowl of coarse, brown
sugar, and felt sure that something could
be done to make it better and cheaper.
So he set to work.
By 1846 he had developed a process
Miller is the
that turned sugar cane juice into a finer
grade of sugar at about half the cost. The
Rillieux Process was quickly adopted by
Cuban and Mexican sugar refineries and
Norbert Rillieux was soon the most fa-
mous engineer in the state of Louisiana.
Several years later Rillieux returned to
France, only to find Europeans com-
pletely disinterested in his new sugar
process. So, he turned to archeology and
spent ten yearsdeciphering hieroglyphics.
Eventually, Europe realized the value
of the Ril ieux sugar process, and adopted
it in its refineries. With renewed interest,
Rillieux again turned to engineering; this
time applying his process to the sugar
beet. Results: Sugar production costs
were cut in half.
Norbert Rillieux did for sugar what
Eli Whitney did for cotton.We may take
his invention for granted now, but each
teaspoon of sugar that goes into our CUP
of coffee should remind us of this ingen-
ious American.
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BAR-B-Q
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FREE
-WEB'S is
I  ..... at LOE
B'S.— 
a‘• I
--raw-ms° are owned 100N )
.by William "Bill" Loeb
South Central Bell
The family s grown up now.
They're living near and far.
Dial your own long distancci...
find out how your children are.
Au Wel Opportioity Employer 111.-Fl • OLD TAYLORKENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOVRAON WHISKEY
N FROM. TH1 OLD TAYLOR DISTILLERY CO.. PR.ANKFORT Ex LOUISVILLE. KY.
Dial a lovin' phone call when the rates are low...every night
and all weekend long.
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Tab 45 Additions To S.C. State Roll New York University Appoints
ORANGEBURG, S.C.—Presi-
dent M. Maceo Nance, Jr., of
South Carolina State College,
has announced 45 additions and
changes in the institut i o n's
faculty and staff for the 1969-70
academic year.
Among the major additions
was the naming of Dr. Myland
R. Brown as professor of his-
tory and chairman of the De-
partment of Social Sciences.
i Dr. Nance also announc e d
that Dr. A. E. Lockert, Jr. is
Otofessor of industrial educa-
tion and dean of the School of
Industrial Education, replacingpr. H.W. Crawford who recent-
ly retired after 37 years at the
tollege.
Other new faculty members
1 re Carlun D. •Austin, instruc-or of business administration;4iss Willa J. Bing, instructor
pf special education; Mrs. Janie
E. Brown, instructor of speech
'pathology and audiology; and
Robert J. Cannon, instrucotr of
ntstory.
•Also, David P. T. Chen, as-
t
e
istant professor of chemistry;ec
il D. Clawson, assistant pro-
ssor of diary science; Miss
liazel B. Cobb, coordinator of
Special cducation; James A.
Ellzy, instructor of business
tducation; Mrs. M a r ie M.
Search Is Begun
For Area's Top
Science Student
Rev. Miller Peace is the mini-
South Central Bell Telephone
Company has begun its annual
search for the most outstanding
science student in West Ten-
nessee
Each high school in this
area has been asked to select
one senior science student to
compete for an all expense
paid trip to Bell Telephone
Laboratories. The winner's
teacher will accompany the
student on this trip.
Mr. E. M. Eslick, District
Manager, expalined, "We are
aware of the great need for
young people to complete their
education, especially in scien-
tific fields. If we can influence
a few of todays students to con-
tinue their education in science
and go on to use their knowl-
edge for the betterment of our
country, the objective of this
program will have been ful-
filled."
Women Voters
League To Meet
Next Tuesday
'Fleming, assistant professor of
French and Spanish; Miss
Theresa E. Hill, instructor of
history; and Dr. ShOi Y. Hwang
associate professor of civil tech-
nolog, engineering.
Also, Dr. Manmotian S. Jawa,
professor of psychology; Mrs.
Vermelle .J Johnson, instructor
of business education; Moham-
ed E. Kader, associate profess-
or of accounting; Dr. Dawson
E. Lemley, professor of psy-
chology; Dr. Suresh R. Londhe,
associate professor of econom-
ics; and Dr. Carolyn Burrows
Matalene, assistant professor
of English.
Also, Dr. John H. McAlpin,
visiting professor of mathemat-
ics; Mrs. Marian T. Day Nich-
ols, instructor of remedial Eng-
lish; Mrs. Marguerite R. Palm,
assistant instructor of English;
Dr. Darrell K. Wells, assistant
professor of chemistry; James
L. Williams, assistant professor
of mathematics; and John C.
The League of Women Voters
will have its Organization Meet-
ing on: Tuesday, September
30, 8:00 P.M. in A. W. Dick
Fellowship Hall, Rm. 309 of
Second Presbyterian Church at
Poplar and Goodlett.
This non-partisan, but politi-
cally oriented organization is
open to all women citizens
of voting age. The League's
purpose is to encourage people
to take an active interest in
government and to demonstrate
that the informed citizen can
influence what happens in gov-
ernment.
Further information may be
obtained by contacting Mrs.
William Byrne; 550 East
Parkway S; 323-9434; or Mrs.
Karl L. Smiley; 5875 Poplar
Pike Est.; 684-2953.
Students At
Cornell To
Have Voice
,Zaborowski, Jr., instructor of
French and German.
New staff personnel are Nich-
olas L. Bralley, Jr., postal
clerk; Mrs. Etta J. Carmichael,
house director; Miss Clarice
Cummings, clerk, Registrar's
Office; Mrs. Janie S. Demore,
house director; John A. Dor-
man, Jr., director of develop-
ment; Army Captain Michael
B. Duncan, ROTC Department;
Theodore Jamison, data proc. ed by the Institute will aim at
easing Computer Operator; Identifying and analyzing the
Mrs. Shehie A. Judson, licensed contributions, problems and
practical nurse; Miss Barbara aspirations of Americans of
Morton, secretary, Physical -
Eartha Nimmons, clerk-steno-
Education Department; Mrs.
grapher, Financial Aid Office;
Physician.
Dr. Irvin D. Palm, College
Also, Mrs. Harriet W. Ragin,
secretary, Presidents' Office;
Army Major Benjmain F. Rob-
inson, R 0 TC Department;
Miss Annie Lee Rogers, secre-
tary, Office of Admission; Rob-
ert Sherman, house director;
Willie J. Simon. assistant foot-
ball coach and baseball coach;
Mrs. Mary L. Smalls, secre-
tary, Director of Personnel;
Miss Wynita Stephens, secre-
tary, Adult Basic Education;
Junior Wade, assistant athletic
trainer and equipment manag-
er and Edward Williams, house
director.
ITHICA, N. Y. — In an ef-
forts to curtail the possibili-
ties of repeated campus dis-
orders, such as the one that
rocked the campus of Cornell
University last spring, univer-
sity officials have restructed
the dicipiine policy of that in-
stitute of learning in such a
manner that will permit the
students to have a voice in try-
ing, and punishing faculty
members accused of serious
breaches of public order on
the campus.
The trouble on the campusj
last spring w a a highly
publicized when black stu-
dents who had captured a
building emerged from the
structure with rifles in their
hands, and ammunition belts
draped across their shoulders.
The students are reputed to
have armed themselves be-
cause they had been threatened
by white students who alleged-
ly burnt a cross in the same
manner that the Klu Klux Klan
burns crosses, in an attempt to
frighten the bla ck students,
and convince them to withdraw
their demands.
In his first public address
since his recent appointment
as University President, Dale
R. Corson told Cornell's Con-
stituent Assembly of the intend-
ed changes in the schools dici-
plinary prt.scedurcs, and also
informed them that a stu-
dent faculty committee would
be created, which would have
the power to reprimand or even
dismiss teacher's found guilty
of misconduct. The new regu-
lations establish a "separate
category of offenses, previously
tm-punishable by school dicip-
Prof. Roscoe C. Brown Jr.
of New York University's
School of Education has been
named the first director of the
new Institute of Afro-American
Affairs established at NYU in
honor of the late Dr. Martin
Luther King Jr.
The programs to be develop-
•
African descent.
University President James
M. Hester, who announced the
appointment yesterday Sunday,
Sept. 21, said that he had
named Dr. Brown on the
recommendation of the Insti-
tute's s t e ering committee,
consisting of 1 hr ee adminis-
trators four faculty members
and five students.
"Dr. Brown is a highly re-
garded member of the New
Choir Robes, Pulpit, Academic Gowns
and Accessories
RENTAL ROBES AVAILABLE
Place Your Order Now
For Individuals And Groups
CALL, WRITE or WIRE
CUSTOM TAILORS
BHS
248 Vance Ave. 3A 7-9320
Memphis, Tomatoes
"YOUR Comm, Albs Whet UP Ask kr Ao4
Geste, Whet Yoe Mk* Or
WWWWWWWWWW1.6 
"441=111M, 
HOT SPRINGS, ARKANS S
2 Blocks-Downtown
SRI
National Baptist Hotel-Bath House
Own & Operated By
National Baptist Convention.lp.S.A..Inc.
Our Hotel is the epitome of luxurious comfort and elegant living with "Every-
thing under one roof". 96 Rooms and luxury suites with down to earth rates.
Air-conditioning, Colored Television, Radio, 24 hour Telephone Service, Dining
Room, Beauty Shop and Free Parking. Bath House-under the regulations of the
United States Governments. For information and reservations Write or Call—
National Baptist Hotel—Bath House-501 Malvern Avenue Telephone 623-8864
Hot Springs, National Park, Arkansas 71901
New Low
Fall Rates
Starting at
Health Ec Pleasure resort.
00,
per day
Alroy L Puckett. Manager
WMC-RADIO 'FORTUNE Me' WINNV
TAKE HOME $749.37 IN TWO DAY
•
WMC Rocha Station Manager Dean Osmundson presents Mrs.Wcrine Bright (above),
3387 Ridgecrest, with her FORTUNE .FONE check for $79.79. The other two win-
ners within a 48—hour period: Mrs. Peggy Coles, 211 Williford, $91.79; and Mrs.
James Edward riooden, 1536 Pendleton, $577.79! It pays to listen to WMC
Radio 791
%Melt)
radio .7
York University faculty who is
eminently qualified for this
extremely important assign-
ment," Dr. Hester said. "Un-
der his leadership the Institute
is launched in a most aus-
picious manner."
Dr. Hester also announced
the appointment of Dr, LaMar
Education as a full professor.
Dr. Brown, a member of the
University faculty since 1951,
said: "The nation has a
great need for a center that
will focus in depth on the
various ramifications of the
Black Experience. The Insti-
tute must become the center of
live action dedicated to learn-
P. Miller, an associate profes-; mg about the backgrounds and
sor of education at
-
needs of black people and 
a
corn-
Michigan University, s asteedr:j m tted to putting this accumu-
cation director of the institute.lated knowledge to work."1
The outlines of the InstitutefaDrc.uityMialler th:asNyujoisen bood :hotel
were drawn after four months
of study by a 15-member or-
ganization committee including
faculty members, students and
administrators and headed by
Dr. Randolph M Chase Jr., an
assistant professor of medicine
at the NYU School of Medicine.
The organizational proposal
was approved by the Univer-
sity Senate last May,
THE BIG BOOKS OFFER
This Week. TREASURE ISLAND 99C :1,
BOOKS! BIG 5A15:
BIG SIZE \
Full 8!2 x I I
Over 200 pages
Complete and unabridged
Hard cover, full color
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at Big Savings,
Ree4 Now Only 99c
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BIG ART
Lavish illustrations
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EXTRA
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Italy Team In US John Hopkins Announces 5-Year
NEW YORK — (UPI) —The •
boxing team arrived Monday
Italian Nati onal amatuer 
program For Minority Graduates
for its one-day 11-bout tourna-
ment against the U.S. amateur
team scheduled next Monday.1
Decio Lucarinin, president
of the Federadione Pugilistiza
ltahana, accompanied the 14-
man team, which will meet'
the U.S. squad at Madison
Square Garden.
1
WASHINGTONof Advanced International Stud-,
iesof 
te 
Johns 
— 
The Schooliunil-
versity has announced a five-
year program to train minority
group graduate students for
careers in international rela-
tions. The SAIS plan will be
supported by a $100,000 grant
from the Rockefeller Founda-
tion
In announcing the program,
the School's Dean, Francis 0.
Wilcox, a former Secretary
of State, said the grant is in-
tended to increase black lead-
*EyMon ClaireiNc.
14 No. Main at Court 527.3619
(Den:tilts)
Como In sod soo tbso all mow •••
"PUSSYCAT"
14"
—1111-iiiii116-110,SETAIG- FITS AU. SIZES
Th•se Wigs ore th• Wash and W•ar by "Nal.Clair"
also see our wile Weals§ of 100% HUNAN NAIR GOODS
HURRY! HURRY! HURRY!
Special Clearance Sale
Italian Cut Wig only $10"
Curly Stretch (oil over) Wig Sir
"T111111"
WI.
•.t.•
curl*.
'19"
BANK AMER!CARD LAY—A—WAY MASTER CHARGE
Expert Styling $3.50
ership in the U.S. Foreign Ser-
vice, other Government agen-
cies, and international organi-
sations. It will also help pro
vide more black represen-
tation in international busi-
ness, journalism, and teaching.
Supplemented by a $50,000 ap-
propriation from the Schools'
own funds, the program will
provide fellowships for ten
graduate students each year
starting with the fall semester
of 1970
Located in the nation's capi-
tal, SA1S offers a two-year
program leading to a degree
of Master of Arts in Interna-
tional Affairs. Black college
graduates entering the School
will acquire oral and written
fluency in at least one foreign
language as well as advanced
training in economics, interna-
tional politics, and geographic
area studies.
In addition to fellowships, the
Rockefeller grant will provide
funds to expand SAIS's re-
cruitment efforts for minority
groups in order to make them
aware of the varied careers
available to those with ad-
vanced degrees in internation-
al affairs. In the past, these
students have shown more in-
terest in careers in law, medi-
cine, education, and urban af-
fairs than in the internation-
al field. Since 1962, however, 17
black students have enrolled
at SAIS and 8 'lave so far
received their M.A. degrees.
4 more have completed their
first year at SAIS and will
receive their degrees in June
1970. Recent black SAIS grad-
uates are now with the First
National City Bank in Liberia,
the Chase Manhattan Bank in
Paris, the U.S. Foreign Service
in the Malagasy Republic and
Thailand, with the Brookings
Institution in Washington, or
are Ph.D. candidates in other
leading U.S. universities. Other
are working with AID, USIA,
and on Capitol Hill.
Th Department of State be-
gan an Equal Employment Op-
portunity program to recruit
more minority group careerists
in 1963. At present, there are
about 20 black Foreign Service
officers in Washington and over-
seas. Efforts to increase this
number are being made through
a special junior officer training
program for 20 minority re-
cruits a year.
How quali
conscious
are you when
it comes
to whiskey?
Here's the check list.
1. My brand never varies. I know that each
bottle will taste just as smooth and pleasing
as the last one. yes CI no 0
2. It mixes well. But it also tastes fine
straight. Or on the rocks. Yes no 0
3. My friends enjoy it. It's the kind of
whiskey I can serve with pride, yes 0 no (=l
If you've answered an unqualified yes to
all these questions, you're a quality-.conscious
buyer.
And probably another person who has
made Seagram's 7 Crown the most-bought
brand of whiskey in the whole wide world.
Say Seagram's and
Be Sure.
ram Distil/my Company, Nev. York City Blended Whiskey. Oil Prost 68% Grant Nostra' Spirits.
SOME BUSY STUDENTS — When Defense Depot Mem-
phis recently conducted a location audn, of thousands
of items at the installation, it called on students in the
Memphis area to handle the five-day projec,t. Some 400
students were used in listing items against computer list-
ings. Seen here from left are Bobbie Grigsby, Memphis
State University sophomore; Kathy Westbrook, Millington
High School junior; Patsy Killebrew, MSU sophomore;
Sandy McCormack. Memphis Art Academy sophomore;
Carolyn Billings, NISU junior; and Anita Gamble, North-
east Mississippi Junior College. Defense Depot Memphis k
a major field activity of the Defense Supply Agency.
•DEPARTMENT STORES
A AeldiadliCtOP fetatA4nelialtai9
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Venetian Blinds
Adds to the privacy and I
ill appearance of your windows! /
Sizes: 23" tc; 36" widths witl
:II length of 64"! Measure yom
I window width first, as we I
I cannot exchange at this Low 1
.1 Low Price! Reg- Rated 1
.1 Value $4.98 With Coupon :1
! 2 fc)r 7 50 I
with coupon
106001CO
September
Saving At
Woolco.
couvom
I
I"Famous Cloppy" I "The Old Timey"
Window. 
'Ili Feather
.
l
Bed Pillows
, The same pillow most everyShades"Il
A Beautiful glossy white. I ! initIlt grew up with!
with a width of 36", length 61 II Made of crushed Chicken
Cut to size FREE of charge. I and Turkey feathers!
i I Compare at $3.98
I I Woolco Price
1 I 2 for $i38.°44nlY 1.99j L (Limit 4 per coupon) 1
J
With Coupon
880 each!
Limit 6 per coupon!
r
_ .1111 =NM
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Drapes
Your Choice of sizes
48"X84"! Beautiful
'Bolds and Floral Colors
Compare at $6.97
reg. Woolco Price
Limit 6 pair
with coupon,.
mist
OUPON
WIN 1•WAINAMP_Immx
[r tress &
I Ibex springs
WOOLCO COUPON
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medium firm bedding:
A 312 coil mattress and
63 coil box spring!.1
Reg. Woolco Price
is $88.00 per set
.Your choice of Twin or
Full size! A qop
Sale
per set
Sorry! At This Low.
Low rice we ca. not deliver!
Nylon Hose
"Our Finest"
Seamless Mesh
Compare at 67c pr.,
Woolco Sale priced
2 pr. for 880
Latest Fall Colors Including:
• Rosetone, Cinnaynon, etc.
Choose from sizes: 84-11!
With coupon 3 pr. for 99c
L Limit 9 pr per coupon
IL
WOOLCO C.OUPON
100% Cotton Tufted
Bed Spreadst
Beautiful solid colored
•bedspreads in Twin or
Full sizes! Completely
washable, Fantastic
Savings while they last!
Compare at: $3.89,
Reg. Woolco:. S2.99
.2 for 45.00
With Coupon
w001.00 COUPON
Sunglasses
Famous Foster Grant
Latest styles for Fall and
Winter including: Rounds.
oblongs, etc. Choose from
Ladies or Mens styles!
Reg. $1.00 Sunglasses.!
Limit 2 pair! With Coupon
2 for $1.00
SAY 
eff LI
WOOLCO EASTOATE WOOLCO SOUTHGATE WOOLCO GATEWAY
$100 Park Ave. 1833 So. Third St. 3230 Jackson Ave.
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, 
ga
ve
 i
t 
to
 t
he
 l
oc
al
 g
ro
up
.
T
h
e
 
13
th
 
di
st
ri
ct
 
A
M
E
 
la
y-
m
e
n
'
s
 
o
r
ga
ni
za
ti
on
 
pr
es
en
te
d
c
e
r
ti
fi
ca
te
s 
o
f 
r
e
c
o
gn
it
io
n 
to
 
10
la
ym
en
 i
n 
c
o
n
ju
nc
ti
on
 w
it
h 
th
e
n
a
ti
on
al
 
m
e
e
ti
ng
.
T
h
e
 
c
it
at
io
ns
 
w
e
n
t
 
to
 
Ci
ty
Co
un
ci
lm
an
 J
. 
0
.
 P
at
te
rs
on
 J
r.
,
It
. 
E
.
E
.
 
Re
dd
it
t 
o
f 
th
e 
Po
li
ce
D
e
pa
rt
me
nt
's
 
C
o
m
m
u
n
it
y 
R
e
-
la
ti
on
s 
B
u
r
r
a
u
;
 
M
r
s
.
 
Co
rn
el
ia
C
r
e
n
s
ha
w 
pl
ai
nt
if
f 
in
 
a
 
s
u
it
c
ha
ll
en
gi
ng
 t
he
 c
it
y'
s 
s
a
n
it
at
io
n
fe
e;
 H
a
r
r
y
 
St
ro
ng
 
o
f 
th
e 
M
a
l-
lo
ry
 
Kn
ig
ht
s;
 
s
ta
te
 
Re
pr
es
en
-
ta
ti
ve
 
J
3
m
e
s
 
I.
 
Ta
yl
or
; 
M
r
s
.
Ha
tt
ie
 
Ha
rr
is
on
, 
v
ic
e 
pr
es
id
en
t
o
f 
th
e 
lo
ca
l 
o
r
ga
ni
za
ti
on
; 
th
e
R
e
v
.
 
H
.
 
L
.
 
St
ar
ks
 
o
f 
St
.
J
a
m
e
s
 
A
M
E
 
Ch
ur
ch
; 
th
e 
R
e
v
.
E
l
m
e
r
 
Ma
rt
in
 
o
f 
St
. 
A
n
dr
ew
A
M
E
 
Ch
ur
ch
; 
th
e 
R
e
v
.
 
J
a
m
e
s
Gl
ee
se
 
o
f 
Pr
ov
id
en
ce
 
A
 M
 E
Ch
ur
ch
; 
a
n
d 
M
r
s
.
 J
a
y
m
e
 
Co
le
-
m
a
n
 
o
f 
Na
sh
vi
ll
e,
 
m
e
m
b
e
r
 
o
f
th
e 
W
o
m
e
n
'
s
 C
hr
is
ti
an
 T
e
m
p
e
r
-
a
n
c
e
 
U
n
 .o
n
M
O
V
I
E
 B
RI
EF
S
Re
-e
le
ct
ed
 
to
 
th
e 
B
o
a
r
d 
o
f
Go
ve
rn
or
s 
o
f 
th
e 
A
c
a
d
e
m
y
 
o
f
Mo
ti
on
 
Pi
ct
ur
es
 
r
e
c
e
n
tl
y 
w
e
r
e
pr
es
id
en
t 
Gr
eg
or
y 
P
e
c
k 
a
n
d
M
a
c
do
na
ld
 
Ca
re
y 
r
e
pr
es
en
ti
ng
th
e 
a
c
to
rs
 
br
an
ch
. *
To
ky
o'
s 
n
e
o
n
-
lit
 G
in
za
 d
is
tr
ic
t
in
cl
ud
es
 1
,6
38
 b
ar
s 
a
n
d 
c
a
ba
re
ts
1,
17
9 
c
o
ff
ee
 
s
ho
ps
 
a
n
d 
r
e
s
ta
u-
r
a
n
ts
, 
15
4 
th
ea
te
rs
 
a
n
d 
o
th
er
a
m
u
s
e
m
e
n
t
 
pl
ac
es
*
 
•
 
•
P
r
o
du
ce
r 
Ar
th
ur
 
Ja
co
bs
 
ha
s
hi
re
d 
53
 m
a
k
e
u
p
 s
pe
ci
al
is
ts
 f
or
s
c
e
n
e
s
 
in
 "
B
e
n
e
a
t
h 
th
e 
Pl
an
et
o
f 
th
e 
A
pe
s.
"
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-SOLID SOUL
B
y
 
H
A
Z
E
L
 G
A
R
L
A
N
D
P
I
T
T
S
B
U
R
G
H
'
S
 
E
R
R
O
L
L
 
G
A
R
N
E
R
,
 
w
h
o
 
has
gained 
international f
a
m
e
 
a
s
 
a
 
wizard 
of 
the 
key-
board, w
a
s
 signalfy honored in Indianapolis, Ind., Sept.
17, by the city's M
a
y
o
r
 Richard L
ugar. His H
o
n
o
r
 de-
clared 
that 
date 
"Erroll 
Garner 
D
ay." 
Ceremonies
w
e
r
e
 held at the City Hall where Garner had the keys
to the city presented to him.
"
S
O
U
L
"
 IS T
H
E
 key 
w
o
rd these days a
nd 
m
a
n
y
e
ntertainers 
a
r
e
 being 
called 
v
e
n
o
u
s
 
n
a
m
e
s
 pertain-
ing to 
s
o
ul. F
o
r
 
e
x
a
mple, Aretha Franklin 
has been
titled: 
"
L
ady 
Soul," 
both 
J
a
m
e
s
 
B
r
o
w
n
 
a
nd 
R
a
y
Charles have been labeled 
"
King 
of Soul," 
Nina Si-
m
o
n
e
'
s
 title is: 
"
E
m
p
r
e
s
s
 of Soul," a
nd 
n
o
w
 
they've
tabbed Isaac H
ayes, 
"Minister 
of Soul." Speaking 
of
H
ayes, his 
"
H
o
t
 Buttered Soul" L
P
 has been 
selling
like 
hot 
c
akes. The 
hit disc is 
of 
c
o
u
r
s
e
 
"
B
y
 
The
Time I Get T
o
 Pheonix."
P
R
E
T
T
Y
 
D
E
A
N
I
E
 
P
A
R
K
E
R
,
 the 
talented 
Di-
r
e
ctor 
of Press a
nd Information for Stax Records, is
doing 
a
 
great job 
editing the 
c
o
m
p
a
n
y
 
m
a
g
,
 
"Stax
F
a
x
.
"
 
The 
publication 
looks 
v
e
ry 
professional 
a
nd
c
o
ntains s
o
m
e
 
v
e
ry interesting items 
a
nd pictures.
B
E
F
O
R
E
 L
E
A
V
I
N
G
 
F
O
R
 
his first 
e
ngagement
in Japan, Dizzy Gillespie a
nd his band played 
a
 
w
e
ek-
e
nd date 
at The Loft L
o
u
nge, a
 
n
e
w
 place 
that 
r
e
-
c
e
ntly opened in Pittsburgh's H
o
m
e
w
o
od 
s
e
ction. The
place is r
u
n
 by 
"
s
o
ul brothers," a
nd is 
attempting to
bring in popular 
m
u
sical groups to that a
r
e
a
.
 Organ-
ist 
Shirley 
Scott 
a
nd 
her 
s
a
x
ophone 
playing 
m
ate,
Stanley 
Turrentine 
will 
r
o
u
nd 
o
ut 
a
 
w
e
ek's 
e
ngage-
m
e
n
t
 this Saturday. They 
will be followed by Richard
"Grove" H
olmes 
a
nd 
his 
o
rgan 
c
o
mbo Sept. 29 thru
Oct. 4.
•
P
R
E
T
T
Y
 P
A
T
T
Y
 
E
C
K
E
R
 has been 
n
a
m
ed 
P
u
-
blicity 
M
a
n
ager for 
Cinerama 
Releasing 
Corp., 
a
c
-
c
o
rding 
to 
Publicity 
Director 
Marvin 
L
e
vy, Patty,
w
h
o
 holds 
a
 
Masters 
D
egree 
at Illinois Institute 
of
Technology, taught 
s
chool before joining 
Cinerama.
I'll 
n
e
v
e
r
 forget how 
nice Patty 
w
a
s
 to m
e
 during the
Cinerama press junkets to L
ake Placid a
nd N
e
w
 Y
o
rk
City. She 
w
a
s
 V
e
ep 
Arthur Mason's right hand girl,
m
o
ving 
a
r
o
u
nd 
m
aking e
v
e
ryone feel at home in her
presence.
W
A
S
H
I
N
G
T
O
N
'
S
 
R
O
B
E
R
T
A
 
F
L
E
C
K
,
 
w
h
o
 
has
been 
n
othing 
short 
of 
s
e
n
s
ational 
in 
o
u
r
 
n
ation's
capital, will be the featured 
attraction 
at 
a
 Cabaret
Saturday, Sept. 27, starting 
at 9
 p.m. at W
e
s
t
 View
P
a
rk 
here in 
Pittsburgh. 
Miss 
Fleck 
is 
c
e
rtain 
to
knock 
o
ut the 
c
r
o
wd 
with her his 
s
o
ng, 
"Compared
T
o
 What." She's a
 groovy gal. Cabaret is c
o
-
sponsored
b
y
 The Pittsburgh Black Coalition (which is fighting
to brean down the hiring practices of the c
o
n
struction
Union) a
nd The Quaker State Coca-Cola Bottling Co.
C
O
N
T
R
A
R
Y
 T
O
 R
U
M
O
R
S
,
 W
a
r
n
e
r
 Brothers has
n
ot s
c
r
apped its plans to film 
"
Y
e
s
 I
 Can," S
a
m
m
y
Davis 
Jr.'s 
best-selling 
a
utobiography. 
Guesting 
o
n
"
T
h
e
 Joey 
Bishop 
Show," the 
other 
night, S
a
m
m
y
s
aid the s
c
ript is being 
w
ritten a
nd 
when it is 
r
e
ady,
he 
will 
star in 
the 
m
o
vie 
v
e
r
sion. S
a
m
m
y
 
s
aid 
he
hoped that it 
w
o
uld be a
s
 factual 
a
s
 he had 
tried to
m
a
k
e
 the book.
S
P
E
A
K
I
N
G
 O
F
 S
A
M
M
Y
,
 the 
"World's Greatest
Entertainer" w
a
s
 simply 
"
o
ut of sight" o
n
 the Bishop
show. S
a
m
m
y
 s
a
ng, danced, did impressions, a
n
s
w
e
r
ed
questions from 
the 
a
udience, a
nd 
"talked that talk"
with 
host 
Joey 
Bishop. 
H
e
 
r
e
c
eived 
a
 
tremendous
o
v
ation after 90 minutes of solid 
e
ntertainment.
Men's F
o
r
m
alwear F
o
r
 Fall Is Individual
Three 
party fa%miles 
for 
the 
holiday 
s
e
a
s
o
n
.
 Left: 
Velvet
vies for 
spotlight in 
this 
n
e
w
 
formal 
s
eparate 
—
 
Edward-
ian 
elegance 
with 
double-breasted 
three
-by
-three 
styling.
body 
shaping 
a
nf fuller 
peak lapels faced 
with 
s
atin. 
Note
piped, 
a
ngled 
square 
flap 
pockets 
a
nd 
additiowd 
ticket
pocket. 
Center: 
R
ed 
formal 
s
eparate 
is 
s
m
a
rtly 
single-
breasted 
with 
s
atin 
facing 
o
n
 
classic 
shawl 
c
ollar 
a
nd
E
v
e
rything 
n
e
w
 for 
e
v
e
ning in 
o
n
e
 
great look. Subtle body
shaping, 
wider, half
-peak lapels faced 
with 
s
atin 
a
nd 
wide
satirs-piped 
square flap 
pockets 
a
nd high 
c
e
nter 
v
e
nt.
double piped 
pockets; 
U
N
 
percent 
a
c
etate. 
Right: 
Elegant
n
e
w
 
formal 
of 
the 
finest 
imported 
m
ohair 
a
nd 
w
o
r
sted.
H
a
n
d
s
o
m
e
,
 holder half
-peak 
lapels 
a
r
e
 
faced 
with 
s
atin.
Satin 
also faces 
the 
c
uffs 
a
nd 
is 
piped 
O
n
 
wider 
square
flap 
pockets. 
Accented 
b 
big. iolorhil 
boo 
tie 
w
o
r
m
 
with
m
a
t
ching 
gold 
formal 
shirt. (Illustrated 
styles 
by 
After
Six)
Sure 
to 
add 
a
 
special 
glow 
to holiday 
parties 
—
 it doesn't
just blend into the 
night 
s
c
e
n
e
 
—
 
it gets 
n
oticed! 
Fashion.
ed 
with 
style 
to 
spare in 
rich, 
r
ed 
r
a
ndom
-patterned 
a
c
e
-
tate.
At 
a
 
time 
w
h
e
n
 
c
olor 
has
c
aptured 
the 
fancy 
of 
e
v
e
ry
style
-
c
o
n
s
cious 
m
ale, it's 
n
e
w
s
to 
n
ote 
that 
black 
is 
back 
a
s
the 
biggest 
thing 
in 
formals
for fall.
H
o
w
e
v
e
r
,
 
it's 
n
ot 
the 
"pen-
fillibe 
of the 
past that prevails.
but 
a
 
fresh 
n
e
w
 
approach 
r
e
-
flecting 
the 
m
o
s
t
 
important
influences 
o
n
 
fashion 
today.
A
n
d
 
while the 
e
mphasis is 
still
o
n
 
elegance, 
individuality 
is
dressed.
N
o
 
o
n
e
 
look 
predominates
like 
the 
single-breasted 
shawl
c
ollar formal of previous years.
Instead, 
in 
the 
Fall
-Winter
c
ollection 
by 
After 
Six, there's
a
 
plethera 
of 
e
x
citing 
n
e
w
ideas for 
e
v
e
ning
Sure 
to 
be 
o
n
e
 
of 
the 
m
o
s
t
p
o
wder 
is 
the 
six
-button 
dou-
ble-breasted 
t
u
x
edo 
a
v
ailable
in t
w
o
 interpretations. 
a
 three
to
-button 
style 
r
e
miniscent 
of
the 
elegant 
Edwardian 
e
r
a
,
a
nd 
a
 
t
w
o
-to
-button 
design
that's 
a
n
 
u
p
-dated 
v
e
r
sion 
of
the 
N
 o
el 
C
o
w
a
rd 
British
drawing 
r
o
o
m
 
look.
But, 
whether 
a
 
m
a
n
 
goes
formal this fall 
in 
a
 
single 
o
r
double-breasted 
tuxedo, 
o
n
e
thing 
is 
c
e
rtain, 
there's 
going
tc be lots of shape to his jacket.
Y
e
s
,
 
c
alorie 
c
o
u
nters 
be 
o
n
the 
alert, the 
w
aist is definitely
a
 focal point in 
m
e
n
'
s
 fashions.
D
e
signs 
will 
a
c
c
e
nt their 
body
-
fitting lines 
with 
the 
help 
of 
a
high 
c
e
nter 
v
e
nt
A
nd, 
a
s
 
the 
w
aistline 
n
a
r
-
r
o
w
s
.
 lapels take o
n
 
m
o
r
e
 gene-
r
o
u
s
 
proportions. 
Wider 
peak
a
nd 
shawl 
c
ollars, 
faced 
a
nd
f
r
a
m
ed 
in 
s
atin 
a
nd 
brocades,
will 
bring 
c
o
n
t
e
mporary 
e
x
cite-
m
e
n
t
 to 
e
v
e
ning 
elegance.
F
abrics 
will 
be 
v
a
ried 
a
nd
appealing. 
There'll 
be 
peren-
nial 
favorites 
like 
hi
-lustre
imported 
m
ohair 
a
nd 
w
o
r
-
steds, 
a
nd 
w
rinkle ,r
e
sistant
blends. 
B
u
t
 
predictions 
a
r
e
that 
the 
big 
s
c
e
n
e
 
stealer 
will
be 
luscious 
v
elvet 
a
s
 
styled 
in
a
 
s
m
a
r
t
 
Edwardian 
formal
s
eparate 
by 
After 
Six.
While 
the 
e
m
phasis 
s
e
e
m
s
to 
t
o
 
o
n
 
basic 
black 
for 
fall,
c
olor 
is 
c
e
rtainly 
v
e
ry 
m
u
c
h
a
 
part 
of the 
night 
s
c
e
n
e
.
 F
o
r
-
m
a
l
 
s
eparates 
in 
gold, 
silver,
blue 
a
nd 
r
ed 
will 
brighten 
fes-
tive 
o
c
c
a
sions 
after 
six. 
A
c
-
c
e
s
s
o
ries, too, in 
s
m
a
shing 
n
e
w
shawl% 
will 
provide 
attractive
a
c
c
e
nts 
There'll 
be 
shirts 
in
tones 
of 
dark 
blue, 
m
ulberry,
a
nd gold for the 
m
a
n
 
w
h
o
 
w
a
n
t
s
to 
lead 
a
 
c
olorful 
night 
life.
S
o
m
e
 
will 
have 
plain 
fronts
a
n
ci 
others 
will 
feature 
fancy
r
uffles. 
Big, 
floppy 
bow 
tits
in 
black, 
h
a
ndsome 
hues 
a
nd
black 
butterfly 
b
o
w
 
tie 
a
s
 
the
c
o
r
r
e
ct 
m
o
d
e
 
of 
n
e
ckwear 
for
formal functions. A
n
d
 they'll be
a
v
a
ritible 
with 
m
a
t
ching 
pocket
squares!
Y
e
s
,
 there's 
e
n
o
ugh 
elegance
a
nd 
v
a
riety 
in 
formalwear
this 
fall 
to 
s
atisfy 
both 
the
fashion 
r
ebel 
a
nd 
the 
c
o
ol 
c
o
n
-
s
e
r
v
ative
K
e
e
p
 It Clean
In 
a
n
y
 
"
t
oday" 
house, 
stain-
less 
steel 
is 
u
s
ed 
e
xtensively.
This 
is 
also 
true 
of 
c
o
m
m
e
r
-
cial e
nterprises 
a
nd institutions,
s
u
ch 
a
s
,
 
r
e
staurants, 
dairies,
a
nd 
hospitals 
where 
c
o
ntrol 
of
dirt 
a
nd 
g
e
r
m
s
 
is 
e
s
s
e
ntial.
T
h
e
 
r
e
a
s
o
n
 
is 
e
a
sy 
cleaning.
Just 
hot 
s
uds 
a
nd 
rinses 
keep
stainless 
sparkling 
a
nd 
s
a
ni-
tary.
T
o
 help keep feet 
o
n
 
the 
go,
w
e
a
r
 
s
o
cks 
that 
fit. 
Change
t
h
e
m
 
e
v
e
ry day, a
nd 
w
a
sh 
the
s
oiled 
pair 
with 
s
o
ap 
o
r
 
deter-
gent 
s
uds. 
Also, take 
a
n
 
e
xtra
footbath 
when 
feet 
a
r
e
 
e
xtra
tired.
7Rights In Retreat.
It' was on May 7, 1954, after
lenghty deliberations on a brief pre-
pared by NAACP lawyers, that the
U. S. Supreme Court rendered its
now historic decision outlawing
America's dual public school system
in which the races were set apart.
Since that momentous day, school
desegregation has gone through a
fiery ordeal. In some shocking in-
stances of massive resistance, blood
was spilled, lives were lost and fed-
eral troops had to be dispatched to
force compliance with the court's
orders.
Yet, after 15 years of the bat-
tle to bring democracy to the school
room, integration in many Southern
school districts is yet an unfilled
dream. It must be said, however,
that since 1954, every President of
the United States, with the excep-
tion of President Nixon, has tried to
implement the court's injuction
either through legislative proposals
or by airing their moral support
of the mandate.
Eisenhower sent troops to Lit-
tle Rock. Kennedy dispatched
federal marshals to Oxford and
Huntsville. Under ,Johnson, civil
rights were expanded toward mak-
ing the black man a full fledged
American citizen. Nixon is the first
Chief Executive, since the Supreme
Court's school opinion, who is back-
ing away from the integration com-
mitment.
The U. S. Commission on Civil
Rights has justly condemned his
Administration for what it terms a
major retreat on public school de-
segregation in the South. Father
Theodore Hesburgh, president of the
University of Notre Dame and
chairman of the commission, read
a statement, adopted unanimously
by the six-member bi-partisan
agency, that objected to several re-
cent Administration actions:
Principally among them are
the Administration's failure to op-
pose the House amendment that
would require the Welfare Secre-
tary to accept freedom of choice
desegregation plans and the "un-
precedented step" of the Justice De-
partment in requesting feredal
courts to postpone effective school
desegregation in Mississippi, and
HEW and Justice Department ac-
ceptance of desegregation delays in
South Carolina and Alabama.
Welfare Sec. Robert H. Finch
defended the Administration by say-
ing that more will be done for
school integration in the next two
years than has been accomplished in
the last 15 years. This kind of
promise amounts to what Mahatma
Gandhi used to describe as a post-
dated blank check. It is a promise
that's likely to remain unfulfilled.
Princeton's New History
The opening of schools this fall
brings to the fore once more a ques-
tion which has caused much debate
in the academic community: What
is the place of Negro History in the
college curriculum? Though a num-
ber of institutions, under the com-
pulsion of the demands by their
black students studies an integral
to make black studies an integral
part of their collegiate program,
there were some which were inclin-
ed to assign only peripheral signi-
fance to such studies.
Princeton University is not only
interested in black studies. It wants
to write a new Negro history in the
light of modern works by Negro
writers and white authors who un-
derstand the black man's tragic
experience in America and have re-
created it in their books.
The teachers at Princeton are
attempting to bring the study of
history to the level of sophistica-
tion of the "new math." They have
begun by throwing out the textbook
and using such sources as "The
Autobiography of Malcolm X,"
"The Fire next Time" by James
Baldwin, "The Manual of the Presi-
dent in 1960 by Theodore White,
and newspapers.
The new history exposes the
students to controversy and at-
tempts to guide them to reach con-
clusions by themselves rather than
presenting them with a complete
interpretation. Like the new math
and the new physics, it emphasizes
ways of thinking rather than facts.
Students across the country
who are breathtakingly sophisticat-
ed in the new math and new science
are learning history from bland,
appid textbooks which actually
conflict with what they have ob-
served and experienced.
Inherited Intelligence
Evidence disputing the asser-
tion that skin color determines in-
telligence was presented to an audi-
ence of distinguished scientists and
post graduate students in Washing-
ton a few days ago.
Using information collected in
Jamaica by the late Margaret W.
Curti, Dr. Robert E. Grinder of the
University of Wisconsin, analyzed
data on skin color, social classes
and intelligence. His conclusion was
that there was no difference in in-
telligence if the environment was
controlled.
The tests were made in Jamai-
ca, where social class, not skin color
determined advantages. The materi-
al was taken from three middle so-
cial class groups 'on the island.
Among these middle class groups
the researchers found no difference
in tellectual ability.
With 941 school children se-
lected and classified on this social
class basis, regardless of skin color,
the youngsters scored according to
their educational and socio-economic
advantages.
This view contradictes psy-
chologist Arthur Jensen's article in
the rerent issue of the Harvard Ed-
ucational Review in which he maii4-
tains that intelligence is based on
heredity. Blacks. Blacks, he says,
score poorly in IQ tests for gentic
reasons.
He contends that general in-
telligence is largely inherited, a
matter of genes and brain struc-
ture, and therefore no amount of
compensatory education or forced
exposure to culture is going to im-
prove its substantially. This con-
troversy is raging fiercely among
the scientists who disagree with
the Jensen theory.
it
The Big Parade
Detroit's Austin
Will 'Tell It Like
It Is' As Mayor
By LOUIS MARTIN
Richard H. Austin, who recently topped a field of
28 candidates in a primary contest and, come the
November election, may very well be the Mayor of
Detroit, is a very rare human being.
We met him first in 1936, the year we got the
Michigan Chronicle off the ground from a one room
office in the Mike Parks building on Detroit's cele-
brated corner of Beacon and St. Antoine.
Austin had just won his first bid for
acclaim in the black community that
centered then around a small area
which, with a touch of cynicism, was
later called Paradise Valley. He had
passed with flying colors the stiff
examinations that were to qualify him
to become a Certified Public Accountant,
the first Michigan Negro to do so.
In those years perhaps the most
prestigious Detroiter of color was the
Reverend William Peck, an AME mini-
ster who interested himself in all kinds
of civic enterprises and gave leadership to black busi-
ness through the Booker T. Washington Trade Asso-
ciation. Most black preachers limited their elo-
quent sermonizing to such themes as "Dry Bones in
the Valley" and related biblical stories but the Rev.
Peck had a wider horizon.
Austin was his right hand and he was often in-
troduced as the young protege of the Rev. Peck. It
was from the latter that Austin probably absorbed
that old-fashioned conviction that no accomplishment
was beyond the reach of the man who earnestly work-
ed at it.
President Roosevelt was in the White House then
and Detroit was struggling to get its share of the New
Deal. A new spirit was making itself felt in the land
and the blacks who were trying to break out of the
trap of poverty and racism were beginning to hold
their heads up. Austin was in the vanguard of this
rising generation.
To qualify as a Certified Public Accountant one
must of necessity have a disciplined mind and the
discipline, the training and the ideals of young Austin
stood him in good stead for the rugged years ahead
of him. Hard-nosed businessmen in Detroit, white and
black, began to beat a path to his door. Always gra-
cious and soft-spoken, Austin earned the reputation
of being a no-nonsense guy who took pride in being
reliable and right. Doors that were closed to black
men in his profession began to open for him.
Austin not only built a strong firm of CPA's
but found time to serve as financial advisor to the
state government and later to Washington. His know-
ledge of taxes and financial affairs brought wide-
spread acclaim and Austin seem destined to spend
all a his years in that technical field.
Thus when Austin began to show an interest in
politics and public service, some Detroiters who
thought they knew him expressed mild surprise. They
were unaware of his early interests and concerns.
They did not know that Austin has always had a
missionary streak in his mathematical mind nor
were they aware of his keen sensibility to social in-
justice.
When Austin is outraged by injustice, he keeps
his emotions under control but he puts his mind to
work. Long ago he learned that there can be but
one standard of excellence and achievement in America
and blacks must compete with whites. He worked
on the premise that it is not enough for blacks to get
mad but they must also get smart. With confidence
in his own basic abilities, Austin worked for social
change while others merely talked about it.
Now Austin has become a politician and a public
office holder. His fine record as Wayne County Audi-
tor is well known and in the circles of the Democra-
tic Party his counsel is often sought. Many citizens
look upon politics with a jaundiced eye and to call
a man a politician is not necessarily to praise him.
This prejudiced view is understandable when you
examine some of the stumble bums in the field. But
politics is the life blood of the social order and with-
out it our democracy will perish.
We have seen some of his campaign material and
some of the publicity and statements that his sup-
porters are using in the campaign. There is one at-
tribute of Austin's that is touched upon but we won-
der if it really registers with those who do not know
him well. We refer to his love of the truth and his
hatred of lies. If there is one Detroiter who will "tell
it like it is" that man is Dick Austin.
We are a nation of liars and none lie more nor
tell bigger lies than politicians. To Austin, two and
two are always going to make four and he is never
going to pretend they make five or six. This attribute
is ingrained in him by his moral background and rein-
forced by his technical training.
Austin's love of the truth is like a fresh breeze
on a torrid summer night. We Americans are misled
and lied to every waking hour by television commer-
cials, by all kinds of business claims, by many civic
!leaders, military officials, by some preachers and by
many public office holders from President Nixon on
down.
It was Nixon, you remember, who had a plan
to stop the war. The time has come to elect a man
who won't lie. Richard Austin is such a man.
encourage narrow specialization and ig-
norance. A black university, I welcome
but not to exclude everybody who is not
black. Black capitalism, whatever it
means, yes, if it doesn't mean that we
are trying to isolate ourselves from the
larger economic system.
Of course, I do not believe in black
SCRATCH MINE...SCRATCH YOURS
MY VIEW
Any Way You Look At It
By BENJAMIN E. MAYS
A sane emphasis on blackness is
wholesome, liberating, and is good for
the race. Black power is wonderful, if
it means that black people are going to
realize that the destiny of one black
man is the destiny of all black men,
but like the Jew is concerned about the
welfare of Jews
we are concerned
about the welfare
of blacks and that
we are united in
economic and po-
litical programs
designed to lift
black people up.
"Black is beau-
tiful" is fine if we
mean by that that
never again will.we be ashamed of being
what we are whether black, brown, yel-
low or white. The emphasis on blackness
studies is relevant if we use black stud-
ies as a discipline to enable Negroes to
know their past, appreciate it and not
be ashamed of black people and if it
means that the black studies programs
are designed to emancipate the minds
nationalism if it means migrating to
Africa or trying to get certain states
in the United States for blacks. It will
hardly work. There are times when one
has to demonstrate, sit-in and boycott.
But anyway you look at it, there are
hard facts black people cannot avoid.
Whatever view we take of the solu-
tion to our ills, we should look to that
program which will provide the best
education for our children, provide the
best economic system whereby each
person will have a job and adequate pay,
where all slums and ghettos will be
abolished, where adequate housing will
be provided for all, and where the ballot
will be denied to none.
It seems to this writer that these
are the basic problems which we must
consider and are the criteria by which
any proposed program must be judged.
To cry separatism, black, nationalism or
any other is without coming to gripe
with these basic realities is short sight-
ed indeed. As I read the various pro-
grams proposed, I am not convinced that
these questions are answered. I wish I
could believe that separatism or black
nationalism would eliminate poverty and
of white people as well as blacks. poor housing. Of course, the United
If it means black art, Mack States has not eliminated them either.
ture at the exclusion of English. Ro- But we should not embrace a system
man, Indian or Grecian Art, it is to without having good assurance that
these economics realities will be greatly
enhanced in the black man's favor.
Sometimes, I think we should have
a conference to define in realistic terms
what we mean by the various concepts
that are being proposed for the further
emancipation of the black man. But un-
der any system we must have skills.
Dear Editor:
It would be appreciatA if
you would give this paramount
issue upon which the entire
civil rights movement is pre-
dicated due consideration and
whatever assistance your posi-
tion permits.
No, I do not wish to leave this
country but I should rather
leave than be unjustly incarce-
rated and denied true justice
forever, for we are being driv-
en here, sublimely, subtly and
explicitly.
As a result quite a few black ;
men are put away daily. Men;
who have fought—for what?
Whose sons are expected to
fight-for what? We have al-
ready paid the highest price
for nothing! Check our per-
centages.
No, I am not attempting to
excuse myself or anyone else.
am merely citing the conceal-
ed facts of our case.
As mere human beings, we
cannot step over 246 years of
devastating slavery and 104
years of, severe restrictions
and now stand morally and
economically equal to the whites
Therefore it is insidously par.
tial to expect and demand this
and to subject us to the foil
punitive power of the laws
which they established after
their nefarious deeds of the
past and without sincere con-
cern for our welfare.:
On the, other hand,
make up the highest percent.
age of prison inmates and wel-
fare recipients—not to mention
the asylums, poor houses and
slum dwellers.
Are we all that bad" No. Al-
though that is the appearance,
Just as Mr. Truman, did not, we are not a race of criminals,
relish dropping those -A-bombsIleechers, addicts and slum.
on Japan, I do not like cOmmiOdwellers. We are victims of a
ting what is labeled ctimin41.1 treacherous system. Neverthe-
But IQ want the 'nice thinosiless that image shall remain
for my family and my raanjuntil we, as black men, stand
I have worked, read, and real- face up to the actual problem
ized that the whites are not and refuse to accept incteased
going to give my any job that dosages of welfare aspirins for
is going to do anything mean- i one malignant cancer.
ingful for me or my race. aca- Beside the $12-billion Mar.
demic credits not withstanding. shall Plan and other loans this
No I do not subscribe to peo-
ple playing on my emotions by
cynically calling me their
equal and putting me against
insurmountable opposition
For instance, you and Mu-
hammad Al! are equally human
But now how would you fare in
the ring with hie! You would
; be slaughtered.
Yet that is how we blacks
are sadistically matched daily
Look at us—about 12 percent,
or the population and .,2 percent FRANK W. RiARELL,
of the wealth- MUSKEGO1K, mum
government has granted to oth-
er white nations, who were de-
f ea te d, or even vic-
torious in war, hut who would-
not have been able to recover
in this world of cupidity. With-
out assistance, even this coun-
try, during and after the War
of Independence, was driven
to secure aid so that it could
stabilize itself and then strive
for a respectable place in the
society of nations.
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the world of womcill
Society
Merry
Go
-round
"Stronger than armies Is
the idea whose time has
come." Victor Hugo
• *
With the Girls. • .With the ad-
vent of fall the bridge tables
are again luring members of
Fashions For
The Space Age
To Be Modeled
The Las Modelettes Charity
and Social Club is busily pre-
paring for its sixth annual
Fashion show on the theme,
"Fashions in the lunary apace
Age."
The affair will be held on
Sunday, Oct. 26, in the beauti-
ful auditorium of Mahalia Jack-
son Enterprises. The famous
radio personality, Rufus Thom-
as, will be the commentator.
Among the guest models will
be Mrs. Lounette Taylor. Mrs.
Lula Hill, Mrs. Katheryn Nel-
son, Miss Betty Davis, M r s.
Lemmie Lowery, Mrs. Rose
Fields, Mrs. Brownie K i n g,
Miss Mary Hargrove and Mrs.
Frankie Gregory.
Highlighting the show will be
the crowning of "Little Miss
Las Modelette," and six little
girls are competing for the ti-
tle.
Members of the club are
Mrs. Lovie Griffin, Mrs. Helen
Little, Mrs. Allene McGuire,
Mrs. Sarah Morris, Mrs. Mary
Taylor and Mrs. Verlean Tol-
bert.
IRMA LEE LAWS
the distaff side for girl talk and
to whet their gourmet appetites.
Lillian (Mrs. Melvin) Massey
spread out the welcome mat
for the first meeting of the sea-
son for her VIP bridge mates
at her South Parkway, East
Nelson Cleaves
Hold Open House
For Visitors
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Cleaves
hosted an open house on Labor
Day at their beautiful home
at 869 Birch st.
An elaborate dinner consist-
ing of barbecued ribs, chicken
and steaks, an assortment of
salads, home made cake and
ice cream was enjoyed by all.
Out-of-towners attending the
affair were the Cleaves' daugh-
ter, Mrs. Emma T. Moore and
their niece, Mrs. Helen Wat-
kins of Detroit; a cousin, Mrs.
Willie Langter, who was on her
way home to Chicago after
having attended the Elks' An-
nual Convention in Washington,
D.C., and Miss Joelyn Miller
of Chicago.
Among the many relatives
and friends from Memphis who
were present were Mrs. Inez
Lewis, Mrs. Mattie Chatman
and son, Albert Cooper, Mrs.
Bessie Lawson and children,
Mrs. Georgia Lee Jones and
children, Mr. and Mrs. E.
Wright, Mrs. William Jones,
Sr. and Mr. and Mrs. William
Jones, Jr.
Junior League
Tickets may be obtained
from any member of the club. Appreciation
Civic League Week Is Set
Meets Thur.
The Hyde Park-Hollywood
Civic League will meet in the
Civic League Building on Hun-
ter ave. on this Thursday
night, Sept. 25 at 7:30 p.m.
C. B. Myers, the president, is
asking that all members be
present and on time.
Mrs. Lithe Mae Bland is sec-
retary, and Mrs. Lillie Mae
Evans, reporter.
For the 22nd Anniversary of
the Junior League Thrift Shop'
at 205 Madison, they are having
an Appreciation Week for their
Customers - October 13 through
the is.
Each day two prizes will be
given away. For the children
accompanied by their partners,
there will be gum and candy.
The last day, Saturday, Oct.
18, they will end their cele-
bration with an outstanding
half-price sale. This sale is to
thank their customers for their
patronage.
SEE
TOMMY
GRANT
HE WILL SAVE YOU
REAL MONEY ON A
NEW OR USED CAR
Of be can't be doesn't
deserve your business)
•
Hero Is ORO of tile outstandingoutomabile salesmen
In th• Memphis area. Naturally, his's at Union Chev-
rolet. Tommy Grant is ready to show you an outstand-
ing selection of fin• new and used cars avid trucks.
H. can Ise of great help in assisting and advising
you on financing; So* Tommy Grant... Make a Ne.
Buy on America s No. I Car -- Chevrolet at Union.
residence. The family room
with its handsome Early
American furnishings, fireplace
old smoothing irons and sturdy
bar for the setting for the ani-
mated group exchanging tid-
bits about current happenings.
Here they feasted on char-
broiled steaks with accompany-
ing goodies and won beautiful
and boldly colored sets as
prizes. Joyce Weddington was
the first VIPer winner and oth-
ers were Emma Jean Stotts,
and Earline Mobley. Guest win-
ners were Eselle Parks, Mari-
della Adams.
Other funsters were Millicent
Bolton, Marie Jordan, Val Ito-
binson, Faye Lewis, Bernice
Fowler, Velma Lois Jones, Em-
ma Jean Turner, Vera Smiti,
and Mary Helen Ezelle and
guest Ann Hall.
And the Les Girls trotted out
to a smart restaurant for a
dutch treat dinner. Here gath-
ered Marie Bradford, Helen
Cooke. Gerri Smith, Maria
Pinkston, Evie Horton, a n d
yours truly.
Getting wires crossed about
the locale and other things, and
not making the scene were Sa-
rah Chandler, Gloria Lindsey,
Joyce Pinkston, Elsie Branch,
Velma Lois Jones, M ode a
Thompson, Dot Evans, Evelyn
Thomas, and Delores Lewis
who is fecuperating at Baptist
Hospital.
And speaking of folks recu-
perating. . . long stem roses to
Mettle Sengstacke who is home
after emergency surgery at
Baptist Hospital and Cathryn
Johnson, after surgery at Meth-
odist.
Here and There. . . Be sure
to get tickets for the NAACP
Banquet which'll be Friday
night at Mahalia Jackson's Hall
on South Parkway.
And the Education Committee
of the NACCP is urging all or-
ganizations to attend a meeting
this Wednesday in the Student
Union Building of Lehi o y n
Owen College.
Addle and William Owen are
home after luxuriating in pic-
turesque Mexico.
And Emily Bishop Wills was
here recently from Cleveland
visiting her parents the Jesse
Bishops.
Nell and Theron Northcross
and Vivian and Thomas Willis
are back after a week in New
York City. . . the trip served
a two fold purpose, Nell ac-
companied their daughter Deb-
bie to Mt Holyoke and the cou-
ple vacationed a bit. Grand.
mother Pa tto n came from
Nashville to keep the North-
cross boys, Reggie and Popsie.
Whitman Able, son of Annie
Able Boyd has returned to Flo-
rida's famous FAMU for the
second year as a member of
the One Hu n d red Marching
Band. His brother Emerson
Able is a bandmaster at one of
the local schools.
Marcelene Jackson and her
father Harvey Jackson were
here from Richmond, Califor-
nia, visiting aunt and uncle,
Dot and Ernest Withers.
Ann and O'Ferrell Nelsen,
Donald Jackson and Mollie
Fields were hosts in t h eir
homes to several members of
the International Camp Coun-
selors Program.
The Nelsons had as their
guests, Tommi Solli, from Swe-
den and Carsten Willen, from
Denmark. Donald's guest were
Hans Kradolfer, from Switzer-
land and Bernd Shippman of
West Germany. While Mollie
and her Marilyn were taking
French lessons from Daniele
Penicaud interspersed with the
language spoken by Pia Larsen
who hailed from Denmark.
-------
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Rainsuit Folknved By. Cheering !
Look great on the rainiest, most blustery•day in this Safari suit Of 55% Fottrel
polyester and 45% Avril rayon. The bush-jacketed snit has smart straight-legged
pants to guard against splashes, warm pile lining 11s guard against cold. In petite.
misses' sizes 6 to 16 in a choice of alo with brown pile or navy with navypile at.
sears.
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introduces its inimitable
"BANANA SKINS"
PURE VIRGIN WOOL
... the finest of imported fabrics gathered from all
corners of the world and meticulously hand tailored
in LOS ANGELES especially for you... The Really
Discriminating Male!!
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SPORTS HORIZON 4 Former Federal Official Tells
them, y Nonviolent Movement FailedMelrose camped inside of to allow Manassas to tieBIG BATTLE EVEN Hamilton blew a first half leadW h
South Side's 10 yard line most
of the night but the stubborn
Scrappers protected their goal
line with undaunted courage as
the two MIAA titans fought to
Can Gandhian nonviolence,
which brought the civil-rights
movement its greatest victories
in the mid-sixties, ever again
be the dominant force for
a scorelese tie before 4,845 last a 28-14 upset over Whitehaven,1 social change In America?
Friday night in Crump Stadium Catholic ripped Messick 50-6, Perhaps, says Calvin Kytle,
South Side, the favorite in the Frayser routed Westside 30-0, former Icting director of the
Delta League of the MIAA, and
Melrose rated the best in the
National League, were 2-0 com-
ing into Last week's important ran into a 64-0 loss at Chatta-
clash. nooga Howard, Germantown "But it depends on a very
Several opportunities to score! punished Bar special ret's Chapel 84-8, cia chemistry, in which the
were turned back by the strong Mitchell smashed Geeter, 77.6, Nixon administration is un-
South Side defense when Mel- MUS defeated East, Trezevant doubtedlY the most uncertain
rose seemed headed for pay-
dirt. The South Side punting,
seven boots averaging only 26
yards, kept pressure on its de-
fensive unit. In the first quar-
ter Melrose was stopped inside
of the one and barely missed
on two subsequent plays of
tackling South Side ball car-
riers in the end zone for a
safety.
The teosion packed game af-
forded moments of glee for
both coaches in the second half
as it appeared each team would
pull the game out. For South
Side that moment came in the
third period when Bern a r d
Smith eluded the entire Melrose
team as he set sail on an elec-
trifying 67 yard punt return.
The touchdown run was nulli-
fied when an official dropped
a marker near the South Side
bench where Smith had stepped
out of bounds.
Melrose punched its way to
the South Side six yard stripe
and on fourth down with less
than four minutes to play
watched a Larry Mallory field
goal attempt sail off to t h e
right. The Golden Wildcats got
a second chance when South
Side was penalized for being
offside. The Scrappers dug in
with a quick line charge stop-
ping James Fitzpatrick before
he could get to the line of
scrimmage.
South Side went all out in the
remaining few seconds. Quar-
terback John Jones had to
scramble to avoid being trap-
ped by Melrose for a safety.
Jones continued to gamble and
completed a pass to near mid-
field. Moments later Mallory
picked off a Jones aerial to
halt South Side's desperation
efforts. South Side goes against
Northside this week while Mel-
rose is expected to get back on
the winning track against Ham-
ilton. Both games are carded
at 14-14, and another stalemate
was recorded when CBHS and
White Station fought to a 0-0
standoff. Bishop Byrne scored
Douglass, led by Prinson Poin-
dexter's four touchdown passes,
blitzed Carver 42-6, Bertrand
element."
Mr. Kytle is the author of
a new book, "Gandhi, Soldier
of Nonviolence," just published
by Grosset & Dunlap and dedi-
cated to the memory of Martin
Luther King, Jr.
Gandhi once told a group of
U.S. visitors, "It may be
ball coach, has accepted a through American Negroes that
i similar post at Texas Southern the unadulterated message of
University in Houston. The post- nonviolence will be delivered
tion became vacant when David
Whitney resigned to go to
Alcorn A.M. & N. Whitney re-
placed Bob Hopkins who led Al-
corn to the Southwestern Ath-
letic Conference title last sea-
son with a 25-1 record. Gordon
had a 98-14 record in his three
years at Carver.
edged Kingsbury 8-7, Washing-
ton slipped pass Northside 14-13
Overton beat Central 27-14, Oak
haven whitewashed Tech 26-0,
and Hillcrest rolled over West-
wood 30-0.
for Thursday, South Side-North-
side set for 4 PM at Crump
and Hamilton visiting Melrose
in a night game.
MORE GRID RESULTS
In other prep action last
week, which included three ties,
CARVER COACH DEPARTS
L.C. Gordon, Carver basket-
issues became •too complex to
yield to sit-ins, freedom rides,
kneels-ins, or street marches." ,
What h appened, he points out,1
is that "the movement's vic-
tories in the South gradual-
ly exposed greater needs and
more insolubl problems
throughout our urban society
generally.
"When pressure mounted on
Congress for open-housing legis-
lation, the nation came to
recognize the crisis as some-
thing infinitely more complex
than the denial of civil rights.
We were finally forced to see
it for what it was—an intri-
cate interplay of race, caste,
ignorance, and poverty that
touched and spoiled everything
to the world " •
For ten years, beginning
with the Montgomery b us
strike in 1955, it looked as if
he might be right.
But, ironically, Mr. Kytle
says, "erosion of confidence
in its effectiveness began even
as nonviolenct direct action was
achieving its crowning success
—namely the Voting Rights Aet American.
Junior League, of 1965."In his opinion, nonviolence Voting Rights Act, came to be"What, after passage of the
, was able to realize its initial required with increasing urgen-
laims largely because it had cy was a reordering of national
three things going for it. priorities and a massive corn-
"Like Gandhi's struggle for mitment of dollars and con-
Indian independence, the U.S. science. The domestic crisis
For the 22nd Anniversary of movement had a unifying was no longer one in which
the Junior League Thrift Shop leadership (Dr. King); a strong, America was being asked to
at 205 Madison, they are hay- clear-cut and i ndisputably respond through the Federal
ing an Appreciation Week for moral issue (legalized racial government to the appeal of
their Customers - October segregation); a n d, finally, an oppressed minority in the
13-18. what was probably the decisive South. It was now a matter of
factor, a sympathetic super- all-America struggling with
Each day two prizes. will ordinate authority to which it itself.be given away. For the children could appeal.
"Tragically, white America
accompanied by their parents,
there will be gum and candy. ordinate authority was the gov-I By m:ci-summer of 1965, a
Planning Sale
Community Relations Service
(CRS), the Federal concilia-
tion agency.
The last day, Saturday Oct.
18th, they will end their cele-
bration with an outsatnding
Half Price Sale. This Sale is
to thank their customers for
their patronage
The proceeds of the Junior
League Thript Shop go to the
support of many community
projects, such as Florida School,
Little Symphony, Youth Service
and Sight Conservation.
"In Gandhi's case the super- recoiled."
dilemma, the fact is that hi,-
tory at that point called for an
heroic leadership — specifical-
ly, a white leader with the
power to touch not only the
soul of the problem but the
soul of the country— and Mr
Johnson simply could not de-
liver."
At that point, Mr. Kytle says,
the movement lost its sympa-
thetic super-ordinate authority
and has been floundering ever
since.
"Nothing could be more tell-
ing than the fact that whereas
only four years ago Martin
Luther King could regard the
Federal government as friend
and ally, Ralph Abernathy, his
successor, found few friends in
the Johnson administration
and now speaks of the Nixon
administration as the oppon-
ent."
Despite the record since
Watts, Mr. Kytle does not
count the nonviolent movement
dead in America.
1
ernment of Great Britain, head- month before Watts, the John-
quartered in London. For Sou-lson administration was clearly
them Negroes, it was the FedeH cooling off.
sal government." "After that magnificent speech
It was not the big-city riots at Howard University, where
that brought the movement to a he summoned the country to
halt, according to Mr. Kytle. fulfill the rights that Negroes
Nor should its decline be at- were about to secure, Presi-
tributed to the rise of Black dent Johnson allowed himself
Power. to be diverted by Vietnam and
"It collapsed mainly be- dissuaded by evidence of a
Cause the locus shifted from growing white backlash.
South to North and because the "While we can appreciate his
•
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8easley-johnes-Ragland -Beas ey -Jones -
The Quality Remains. . .
Long After The Price Is Forgotten
You'll wear name brands for years
knowing they're the finest you can
buy from Beasley Jones Ragland,
Fine hand craftmanship... rich
styling... luxurious leathers...
assures you instant and ever last-
ing comfort-plus smart good looks
that'll -carry you through many
seasons.
30/60 Day Charge-6 Mouth Revolving
Charge. . .
lookamericard • Mastercharge
SPECIAL VALUE ALLIGATOR
From Italy via Ambassador comes the unique duo
of genuine alligator luxury and special value. Out-
standing style at an outstanding price: ;65.00.
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Plymouth CHRYSLER4WD., LO.,0....pf
1970 Heml-Tuda.
This year, there are 10 new Barracudas. And we've changed the
looks substantially. (We've packed o 426 Hemi engine under a
"Shaker" hood on one of them and called it the Herni-ICuda.)
However you look at it, our Barracuda is all-new. We've
moved it two inches closer to the ground. Pushed the wheels
farther apart on our standard torsion-bor suspension. Put a tough
optional bumper on the front that comes in most point colors.
And given the interior the design and comfort of a jet cockpit.
If you want a car that makes it ... Plymouth makes it.
EARA $1 to $5
every week
lit spare time
and Win free Primiwa
if Yap Ank• toy 12 et OW« Usi This Camas New
 'Prone Nom* and AJcfress Below 
Tri•Stere Defender
124 East Calhoun, Memphis, Tenn.
or fast bundie of weft.
Street and L L
Post Office •
tcliZat: LH I I I
Mgr* . I
•
OU1STIONS
i—Where are the Keeneiand
thoroughbred yearling sales
held!
2—Jake Gribbe, Yankee catch-
er, was as All-American grid-
der. Where?
2—Where be the Americas
League (baseball) (dries ?
HOONII? HE'S from
the Southland
played mostly
minor league
ball, became a
big league man-
ager, later mov-
ed to front office
and then back
to managing in
the American
League. He was
tops last year.
ANSWERS
Iddissturlyi ;o kiestaAtufl—g
W—T
('ua214,
Jo InIu1S 0ATN **MOM)
Distributed by Central Press
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Boys c4124:
Grab This Opportunity to
EMIN Your Own
SPENDING MONEY
areSt04
every
Cif
Valois)e bashes
experience gained van
ban lleferietto beetat.
Clip Out This
Coupon
and
Mail Today
In an Envelope
1970 Sport Fury Brougham.
Here's our luxury model. (One of 28 Fury models with a new
wide stance.) it's big enough inside to carry six adults in com-
fort. It's plush. But the price is still Plymouth. With a front seat
that has individual adiustments for the driver and passenger,
center armrests, and a reclining bock on the passenger's side.
Of course, the carpeting is thick, the headlights ore hidden,
and the price is still Plymouth.
Whether you like your luxury in small packages, or as big as
o 1970 Sport Fury • .. Plymouth makes it.
If you want a car that makes it, visit your Plymouth dealer's tock*
MEMPHIS
John T. Fisher Met°, Co. John T. Fisher Motor CO. MILLINGTON WEST MEMPHIS, ARP
1925 Union Avenue
Semmes Plymouth. Inc. •
3311 Hwy' 53 South 309 union Avenue
Bill Spero' Chrysler Plymouth, Inc.
Joe Privets Chrysler Plymouth
7873 Hwy 5`. North
A. J. Thomas. Inc.
1410 No. Missouri
••
10 -
Germantown
Church Plans
For Centennial
The New Bethel Baptist
Churel' at Gerni.a.tnwn, Tenn.,
will 'observe its 100th anniver-
sary.on. Sunday, Oct. 19.
SeAIees commemorating the
occasion will be held on Oct.
3, 10 and 17.
Other special activities will
include. a Centennial Banquet
on Saturday. Sept. 27, at 7:30
p.m —in the church cafeteria.
The.,Rev. Eugene Waller will
be the guest speaker. Miss
Grace' Conley will be guest so-
loist."A member of Bethel AME
church ,she will be accom pained
by Mrs. Jean Moody of Castalia
Baptist Church at the piano.
Serving as toastmaster will
be San L. Armstrong of St.'
Jude.„-Baptist Church.
The'"Rev. S. L. Wicks, the
pastor% invites all to the!
serfiCR-.
BUFFALOS' AMBASSADOR — Pamela
Anne Eldred. Miss America of 1969, is seen
conferring the title of "Miss Ambassador"
on sesen-year-old Antonia Marie Boyette
of Westbury, N.Y., who recently returned
from a sixoation isit to Europe where
she personally delivered greetings to the
Mayors of Pisa, Lucca and Viareggio, Italy,
DEFENDER
from the mayor of Westbury. The Italian
cities were liberated by he 92nd (Buf-
falo) Infantry Division during World War
II. The Buffalo Division Association, of
which her father, Capt. Norwood Boyette
is president. will hold its May 1970 reunion
in iareggio.
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Ins. Dates:
8-26-69
9-23- 69
DPH 10-1-69-10:00 AM
BEGIN Pq0JECT
1-40-I (5710 ROW.
79001- 2114-44
NOTE • MAP NOT TO SCALE
[GENERAL LOCATION MAP!
NOTICE OF DESIGN PUBLIC HEARING
The DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS of the State of Tennessee hereby ad-_
• vises the public that it will conduct a PUBLIC HEARING on October I, 1969, at
, 10:00 o'clock A.M. at the Quarterly Courtroom, Lobby Level, Shelby County Ad-
': ministration Building at 160 N. Main St., Memphis, Tennessee, with respect to
the Proposed construction of PROJECT NO. 1.40.1(87)0, 79001.2114.44, Shelby
" COUNTY, which is generally described as follows:
- "The portion of 1-40 between the East bank of the Mississippi River and west right-
: of-way lin• of North Second Street. The facility is constructed on structure and
provides six (6) through-traffic lanes from the beginning of the project to the noses
- of the westerly oriented ramps of the 1-40/Riverside Expressway Interchange. Four
: (4) tisrough.traffic lanes will be provided from the above mentioned noses to the
noses .of the easterly oriented ramp of the 1.40/Riverside Expressway Interchange.
Six (6) through-Waffic lanes will be provided East of the easterly oriented ramp noses.
; Eastbound traffic may exit the facility into Front Street at Exchange and into River-
: side Drive near Poplar. No exit is provided in the initial construction for westbound
:traffic within this section. However, the design does not preclude future construction
▪ of ramps for this westbound traffic. Access to +he facility for the westbound traffic
- is provided from Riverside Drive near Poplar and Front Streets at Jackson Avenue.
: No access is provided to the facility foe eastbound traffic, but the design does not
: preclude future construction of this access."
Maps, drawings and other pertinent information developed by the Tennessee
Department of Highways, and any written views received from any of the State's
▪ resources, recreation, and planning agencies, and from interested or affected Fed-
. oral agencies, local pu'oiic officials and agencies, and public advisory groups, will
be available for public viewing and copying at the Office of Mr. J. W. Bennett,
: Regional Engineer of the Department, located at State Street, P. 0. Box 429, Jack-
son, Tenn. 38302. Upon request to the Regional Engineer, the data and information
- 41be mad• available at a more convenient location.
The objectives of the hearing will be to provide the local officials and ether
: cithens with complete factual information with respect to the general location, the
major design features, and the economic, social, and environmental effects which
the project will have on the community, to acquaint the public with the relocation
- 
assistance offored by At State to those persons whose homes or businesses may Is•
affected because of the Proposed highway. and to acquaint Ono public with the
- 
tentative schedules for right-of-way acquisition and construction.
Following the presentation. the local officials and citizens sell b. afforded
the opportunity to be heard relative to the project to provide Aix Department with
factual information which is pertinent to the determination of the specific location
and major design features, including the social, economic. environnsental and ether
effects of alternate designs, which wiN best serve the public interest.
TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
By: Henry I( Bicknor, Jr.
D•pertmint Attimmy
Mite's Chapel
AME To Observe
Women's Day
Annual Women's Day will he
held at the White's Chapel
AME Church at 1712 Field rd.
this Sunday and will begin with
services at the church on Fri-
day night, Sept. 26, at 7:30 p.m.
The theme for this year's ob-
servance is "Her Price is Far
Above Rubies."
Speaking on Friday night !
will be the Rev. Mrs. M. Vir-
ginia Reed. pastor of Cleo
Hickman AME Church. M r s.
Irene Massey of St. Andrew
AME Church will be the mis-!
tress of ceremonies.
Following S u nday School
with Oscar Smith as superin-
tendent, the pastor, the Rev.
Julius Smith, will deliver the
morning service.
'67 VW
81215
Illed•a. radio aad heater.
extra •ice. deluxe Interi-
or & white tires.
'68 VW
$145
&Adm. esdi. & heater, de.
luxe interior, white
Situ. Just like sew.
'66 VW
$1095
Fastback. deluxe laterier,
Veit* tires. Zeal* earl
heater.
68 Buick
Skylark 2dr Hardtop
and Power Stoorm9
$2295
68' Buick
SPECIAL SEDAN
V8 Auto with
Power & Air
$1995
68' Chev
4Dr. SEDAN
V8 Auto
LIKE NEW
$2295
'67 Plym.
51795
{pert Tory 2-4eow hard-
top, white vtayl top ea
pod. Leaded with .quip-
£ antemette team-
litiostee.
'67 Plym.
51785
snort Tory t-d•or hard-
top, white Amyl &.p. red.
Leaded With mei t &
&Utwasatte tram sales
'65 Olds
$1495
Vista fruisse wegew. .11
maipeseet & mire Mess
'65 Ford
Gam.* de lard-
=
bear
'65 Choy.
$1195
impold 4-4oer hardtop,
air sad sewer. real Mee.
'66 Mustang
$1S9S
All power a Mr. automee-
I.Weasisisetee„ .itrs
'i.e.
'611wPrn.
salmra
OPEN TODAY
Jo4thsedrier
maroottoric
As s
Mr • 11.
Cross-Country Race
Is Won By Magicians
The Magicians of LeMoyne-
Owen College launched t Is
cross-country schedule Satur-
day morning at Fuller Park
with a 19-36 victory over Tus-
kegee Institute of Alabama. Lane Coilege
Setting the pace for all of the
runners was the Magicians'
Russell Floyd, 
a s°Phain°re l I o Broadcastfrom Philadelphia, Pa., whop
covered the 3.8-mile course in
21.09, Bennie Liggins, a Le-
Moyne freshman from North-
side High, was second at 22.03.
Other Magicians finished in
this fashion: Ambrose Bennett,
4th; T. W. Hayslett, 5th; Wil-
lie Young, -7th; Robert Lips-
comb, 11th, and Ossie Lewis,
12th. This is being made possible
Finishing for Tuskegee were through the Better Communica-
James Jennings, 3rd; Wayne
Fisher, 6th; Calvin Powers,
Rth, William Hall, 9th; Howard
Alston, 10th, and T heo d or e
Spradley, 13th.
kegee Tigers in a return en-
gagement, Saturday, Sept. 27,
at Tuskegee.
October 1, 1969 is the target
date for campus Radio at Lane.
The purposes of the sta tion
are: (1) to improve communi-
cations on campus, (2) provide
entertainment and (3; serve as
a training program for stu-
dents interested in the field of
radio.
Lions Club on campus. The
president is James Cunning-
ham, a senior.
Serving as advisors are Mrs.
Mable Henderson, Mr. C. L.
The Magicians, coached by Marshall, Mr. J. W. Johnson
Edgar Brown. meet the Tus- and Mr. Leo Gray.
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 27, 1969
HOEHN HAS GOT IT!
TWO BEST PlACEITO GET—
MORE CAR FOR YOUR MONEY!
SET
80/N TO
367 Umon
527-4471
2989 Summer
. 323-5594
Buy U. S. Bonds
'Barna St. Hornets Set For Ft. Valley
MONTEGOMERY, Ala: —(Nov. 1 Alabama A&M College ! lege at Montgomery; Nov. 151 Nov. 27 (D) Tuskegee,, !In-
Ala ba ma State University's at Birmingham; Mzgic City l (N) Miles College at Montgo- , stitute (Homecoming Thanks-
n
ope1969 football team will 'Caassic Nov. 7 ,(N) Clark Cot- I mery; Nov. 22 Open; 
!giving Clissic).
—
its door to check in Saturday '
afternoon according to the new
Head Coach, Henry Holbert.
The team this year will be
missing many formidable and .
familiar faces due to gradua-
tion last spring. Missing stu-I
dents include, Rayford Parker,
Thomas McGhee, Roger Hicks,
and Frank Tolbert. Also lostp
from last year's 8-1-1 team
are Johnny Pleasant, Jamt-
Chavers. Johnny Flen, and
quarterback, . Henry Dawson.
Holbert replaces Whitney!
Van Cleve; who resigned in
the spring. He had been assis-
tant Coach in charge of the;
defensive units at Alabama '
State for four years that de-
veloped teams that won morel
than 38 games during this
span.
! Holbert related that he is
expecting about 60 players!
to turn out and is depending !
heavily on freshmen and trans-
fers to take up much of the
slack left by the missing
players. Although there will be
30 returning lettermen, much
of this year's action will de- I
pend on how much last year's
freshmen matured to meet'
the challerges of 1969.
The bright sports this sea-
son are Robert Williams,
Arthur Lyles, President Smith,
Lester Sims, and McDonald
Arrington, on the line, Lloyd
Ivey at quarterback. Alonzo
Pickett and Bennie Benton at!
fullback, and Roosevelt An-
derson at flanker. Much of the!
ball-carrying activities will
depend two Joe and Joseph
Smith, the twins from Union
Town, along with Fleet Charlie
i Weeks.
The Hcrnets were especial-
ly happy over the return of
!Bruce Taylor, a 230 lb. line-
man from Montclair. New
Jersey. Taylor, sat out last
season after two All
-Conference
seasons with the Hornets to
work at home. Coach Holbert
said, "The Hornets can only
contiaue to win if Donnell
Williams. the 230 lb. center
linebacke•. along with line-
backer Larry Shaws help cur-
tail the enemy backs.
. Alabama State opens Septem-
her 19 against Savannah at
home in Hornet Stadium at
7:30 p.m. The remainder of
the schedule is as follows:
Sept. 27 Fort Valley College,
t.a. Fort Valley Oct. 3 (N)
Knoxville College, at Montgo-
mery; Oct. 11 Albany State
College at Albany; Oct. 17 (N)
Fisk University, at Mont-
gomery; Oct. 24 (N) More-
house College at Montgomer\
Walker Has
CSU Helm
I WILBERFORCE — Central'
State's new head coach is
Jim Walker, back for his sec-1
ond turn at piloting the Marau-
der's ship. An Iowa Universi-
ty All-American tackle, Wal-
ker brings excellent credentials
to his task of shaking CSU
football out of the doldrums
that led to a 2-6 record last
year.
Walker's first tenure as
bead cdach saw him roll up a
40•211-3 mark in 10 years after
succeeding -Country" Lewis is
1967.
Two new assiittant coar'•
were titned this summEr. At
sad Navas w•
both shuns& wN assist
i Moog with behismittSub Ii.
1st. & 3rd Ribs
HOGUE & KNOTT BREAD, BUNS, ROLLS,
are your very best buy in Memphis
Beked In Memphis by bilimphlons
.....nished rushed dolly to your big
Hogu• 8. Knott supormorig et for
maximum fteshe•se.
BUNS
:4' 254
•
-
BREAD 274
BROWN N SERVE
ROLLS tycti... 274
thrits•assucaraiiittgar
Ta Ustit Otemeitios
U.S.D.A. Choice
RIB ROAST
990 lb Cut-up
a.
4
GOVERNMENT INSPECTFn
GRADE A
FRYERS
340 Ih. eI
PUREX BLEACH
2G.I. 250
HAMBURGER
59C
MORTON
14 oz. 220
DUBON SPECKLED
BUTTER
BEANS
10 oz. pkg.150
BORDEN'S SLIVER COW
EVAP. MILK
I4Y2 oz.
3140*
YELLOW CORN.
6 Ears 390
WHITE HOUSE
Apple Juice
290 co.
HOGU E & KNOTT
SALMON
79c
T
STAWBERRIE,
1944
4")NOTHAN
D EL1C: L
Is
APPLE
 
 39C 
HOGUE & KNOTT
1318 HOLLYWOOD 4321 SUMMER
3511 PARK 3384 N. THOMAS 913 SO THIRD
118 LAMAR 3362 SUMMER .
iiptt Stelayt.fs ‘;. .c,rvev ere 9AM tc /PM
•
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DEFENDERSATURDAY, SEP i EMBER 27, 1969
"H' AYNESWORTH, SIMMONS: BURGER
Powell Hit While
Thurmond Pals
Get No Censure
WASHINGTON —While Con-
-
press and the federal courts
were still dragg-Ing out legal
ae▪ tion on whether illegally-
-
ousted, aral later-reinstated,
dangressman Adam Clayton
Pewell will have to pay a
House fine and lose his back
pay, Congress and the nation's
news mcdia were laying bare
the sordid details of the finan-
cial "footsies" of Senator
Thurmond and his pals, Su-
preme Court Justice-designate
Clement F. Haynsworth and
South Carolina Federal Dis-
trict Judge Charles E. Sim-
mons, with no punitive action
or censure even dreamed of.
It was being charged thati
Judge Haynsworth is the per-
sonal choice of South Caro-
lina's Senator Strom Thur.'
He received a letter in late
final paycheck at the end of
June
In conjunction witi4iiis case,
SAVANNAH, Ga. — Donald simply that his principal would done anything to defend Dick- two other white teachers also
B. Dickerson is no longer teach- not recommend him since he
ing in Alabama, thanks to cir- did not think that Dickerson was
cumstances that brought him as effective as he thought he
to this city and, above all, to ought to be. The next day Dick-
the white racism that uproot- erson confronted his principal,
ed him from a former job. Holt, with two witnesses and
Dickerson had no idea his asked him pointedly: "Mr.
head was going to roll,. He .."111.' 
had merely done his duty, as
teacher and humanitarian, re-
gardless of creed or color of
the benefactor.
Alabama school official post-
ed a letter of praise for the
teacher's show of humanitar-
Brothers, a native of Eliza-lanism: lauding him for forth-
heth City, N. C., and a grad- right action in defending the
uate of P. W. Moore High rights of black personnel.
School, r e ceived extensive Little did Dickerson realize
photographic experence in the that he h ad committed the
United States Army where he grave sin of extending credit to
all of whom quietly received ern textile firm, Cannon Mills, served as an electronics tEchni-I a deserving black public ser-
millions of dollars worth of fed_ to desegregate its employment cian in the European Theatre vant: a performance consid-
eral contracts for uniforms and patterns and housing. of Operation. ered criminal by Alabama
other military service cloth
erson. lost their jobs in ne.arby Blount
Dickerson, oddly enough, was High School, all black save for
called in to Holt's office on Mayi the two white teachers, because
12, 1969, and was told: theyh e y too, defended the Chi-
Dickerson, I was just down toidren and their parents_ in free-
telling Mr. Martin about all were told that their'. "principal
1the Personnel Office and wisdom of speech. They a 1 s o
the wonderful work you have would not recommend them.
done here at County and about!Mr. Martin from the Personnel
how effective you have been, Office explained to one of the
with the children and the par- teachers: "The trouble is we
ents. We were wonder i n g' just don't know Which side
whether you intend to return you're on." .
next year."Dickerson had al-
ready sent his letter in and had Since school has beer out, a
signed a document that he did delegation of parents-, carried
' want to come back, so he an- petitions to the School Board
swered affirmatively to the which contained nearly 6000
question. (six thousand) parent and stu-
dent signatures on behalf of the
The Superintendent of Schools three white teachers The
answered both of Dickerson's School Board had done nothing
letters and amazingly admitted and said nothing about the
that there had been no disruP- case.
The Look Magazine article whites, especially, when the 
tion of classes in Mobile Coon-
earlier this year from the De- said that Thurmond and his Recently commended by Gov- • • ty Training School.
 He said that Dickerson has directed the
activist and applauder happens
tense Dept., without the Nixon law partner, Judge Simmons ernor Bob Scott f a- his states- 
case to the Justice DePartment
whiteto be h
is major concern was that the
administration requiring the received payments of much m a n s h i p and decorum — - students were off
 the campus in .Washington after submitting
For a fortnight, even Dick-
written assurances of racial more thau the owners of neigh- Brothers was formerly vice- permis
sion and were, written and oral testimony.
equal employment practices boring properties when the president of the Student Gov- 
erson had no idea that an axe Holt, I am told that the rea- thus
Burns had to Dickerson 's ac-, will be brought on behalf of the
Another federal COnit case
was being sharpened, with son I am not being given a new 
 ruant. The best answer I A:1th.
which a single stroke might be contract is because you would: '
used, to rusticate him from Mo- not recommend me. Is this true! 
cusation of discrimination was: teachers if enough funds canand
 employee housing demand-
ed beforehand by previous ad-
ministrations.
federal government put high-
ways through land that they
owned
ernment Association. A mem-
ber of Who's Who In American
Colleges and Universities, Ja-
von's paintings have appeared
III several University and corn-
Scroggins Installed munity exhibitions Son of theReverend and Mrs. Walter L.Brothers, and married to the
bile, or not?" Holt then asked what
Within three weeks of the let- this had to do with the other
ter of praise and thanks to Dick. two teachers who were present.
erson another letter followed
only to say that it was regret-1 
Bluntly, Dickerson retorted:
/town , who ran for P esident"Mr
.Holt, I asked you a ques-former Miss Edith Spence, hel ted that his services would notl
II as the National States Rights successfully c o m bines his be 
needed because of certain; tion. Did you recommend me
. I:arty's candidate in 1964, and maritime' -then chrdaged from Democrat
„ to Republican to support Nixon
•, Tast year after the national
i Democratic Party had voted to
II erase Thurmond's seniority
• and remove him from chairing
any Senatoria/ committees.
i
i Haynsworth has been nomin-
ated by Nixon to the vacant Su-
preme Court seat left by for-
4 rrer Jusiice Abe Fortas, who
was forced to resign because
i of alleged - conflict of interest"
• in receiving monie5 from foun-
dations for speeches and guid-
i rice while still receiving his
i lifetime salary as a Supreme
*Smart justice.
r ale
i
o
Not only was Federal Ap-,
als J u d ge Haynsworth's
illim-dollar h o I dings in
cks -ind textile industry
ms, in which he rendered
I
M
me a n ti-Textile Workers
' - on rulings, beirig analyzed
the Senate, but Look Mage-
e currently was printing an
.;•aezpose of the financial deal-
e_ /figs of Haynsworth's sponsor,
Senator Strom Thurmond, and
the latter's law partner, South
Carolina Federal District Court
Judge Charles E. Simmons Jr.,
whom it is said President
Nixon will appoint to the Fed-
eral Appellate Court vacancy
‘hen, and if Haynsworth is
approved.
The Senate was told that
Haynsworth rendered a deci-
sion against the AFL-CIO Tex-
tile Workers Union in favor
cf Darlington Mills, at a time Scroggins graduated in 1963 ience very rewarding Mr.
• when Federal Appeals Judge from the U.S. Merchant Marine Scroggins believes it takes
Haynsworth owned a consider- Academny located at Kings something strong and deter-
able proportion of a. vending Point. N. Y. After graduation, mined within a man to make
machine company which annu- he sailed with the Military Sea him want to follow the arduous
re.
ally did a land-office business
through its installations in Dar- !Transportatio
n Service a s but rewarding life of the sea.
'
INVITATION TO BID
▪ ITM Memphis Housing Authority
will receive bids for Installation
of Fourteen Hundred & Thirteen
(1413) Interchangeable core lock
. cylinder and Two Hundred (200)
lock sets complete with cylinders
In William H. Foot. Homes Pro-
ject Tenn. 1-2R, Memphis, Tenn,
until 10:00 a.m., C.0-5.T. on
October 6, 1969, at 700 Adams
Avenue, Memphis, Tennessee, at
which time and place all bids
will be publicly opened and read
aloud.
Proposed forms of contract de-
Cuments, including plans and 50e-
CltICatiOnS, are on file at the
Modernization Engineer, Mem-
phis Housing Authority, 700
Adams Avenue, Memphis,
nesse*.
eobtalned by qualified contractorsCopies of the documen
ts may be
by depositing $5.00 with the
Memphis Housing Authority kw
each set of documents obtained.
This deposit is non-refundable.
and return of the documents Is
not required.
A certified check or bank draft,
payable to the Memphis Housing
Authority, U.S. Government bids,
or a satisfactory bid bond exe-
cuted by the bidder and accepta-
ble sureties In an amount equal
to five percent of the bid shall be
submitted with each bid.
The successful bidder will De re-
quired to furnish and pay for
satisfactory performance and pay-
ment bond or bonds.
All bidders shall be Ilcensod con-
tractors as required by Chapter
135 of Public Acts of 1945 of the,
General Aissmetv of the State
of Tennessee, and all Amend-
ments thereto.
Attention Is celled to the fact
that not less than the minimum
salaries and WOODS set forth
In the Specifications must be
paid on this projects. and the,
Contractor must Inaint that em-
ployees and applicants for em-
ployment are not ,discriminated
agelisat because of real, color,
erred, or national aright.
The MerroNsIs Naming Authority
reserves the right to select any Of
li bids or to wile • any Informa-
lities In the blektInge.
o bid shall be withdrawn for
period of thirty (301 days
wheat:Went to the 01PeMn, of
the Morophle Hauling Authority.
Meniehie Hoarsen, Authority
mei Ore* Lagibetter
lIlies Secretory
•
—
Z.
41101.
40-
M•••
STOUT SHOPPE
lington Textile Mills.
The Senate was also told that
haynsworth owned 1,000 shares
In Brunswick Corp., at a time
when he rendered a decision in
favor of Brunswick Corp,
Also it was revealed that
Haynsworth owns at least
$62,575 worth of shares in the
three textile industries corpor-
ations, Burlington Mills, J. P.
Stevens and Dan River Mills,
WASHINGTON, D.C. — The!
appointment of Joe Scroggins,
Jr. to the position of Maritime
Recruitment Specialist was an-
nounced today by A.E. Gibson,
Maritime Administzator, U. S.
Department o f C ommerce.
Mr. Scroggins will be concerned
with recruiting candidates for
admission to the U.S. Merchant
Marine Academy from min-
ority groups. He will also furn-
ish recruitment assistance to
the maritime industry through-
out the country, determining
specific problems involved in
hiring minority group em-
ployees.
As part of his efforts in dis-
seminating information about
the U.S. Merchant Mar i ne
Academy, a college level in-
stitution sponsored by the gov-
ernment to provide officers for
the U.S. Merchant Marine, Mr.
Scroggins will visit minority
group schools and organizations
throughout the United States
preparation from students at
encourage applications from
qualified candidates.
He will encourage additional
preparation from students at
the sophomore and junior high
school level by counselling and
advising both the students and
their guidance counselors to en-
sure the long range preparation
of those students who may wish
to apply for entrance when in
their senior year.
U. S. Defense Secretary
Packard said he later got a
letter from the firms, saying
that they would improve ra-
cial relatians but never made
its exact contents public. But
the letter only came after EEOC
and Negro leaders complained
NAACP filed suit against the
V. S. on the issue and the gov-
ernment ordered another south.
Deck officer aboard survey ,
vessels, heavy lift freighters
and troop transports. Later he
sailed with United States Lines
as Second Officer in the Euro-
pean and Far East trades. Mr.
serve as recruiter for the Mer-
Scroggins holds a Chief Mate's
license. He came ashore to
HORACE G. RAPELYEA
chant Marine Academy and ad-
viser to the maritime industry,1
because he believes the Mari-
time Administration's efforts to
attract minority groups as lic-
ensed officers aboard Ameri-
can flag vessels is an impor-
tant and vital one.
Born in Kansas City, Kan. and
having visited over 30 countries
in his seagoing careers, he
consider his seagoing exper-
downtown • union ave.
soutaland mall
—Cs
fashion specialists in sizes
18 to 60 and 161/2 to 321/
lovely
beaded knit
30.00
specially sized
18) to 32
jot beading odds a
touch of glamour to
our acetate double
knit shift . . . the diag-
onal satin stelg•d ieW
it raping has • a wen.
clorfil slimming effect
. . • chassis grey or
blue.
ecialist
MAIL ORDERS: add 75e
postage, pits. 414% tax for
Tennessee delivery.
I Send for Catherine'sFREE BOOKLET
of Fall and Winter Fashions
jiDOWNTOWN • 64 50. MAIN • 527.6436
UNION AV1. • 1992 UNION • 274-2045
WIMENAVIN • SOUTHLAND MALL 
• 3911.0044
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1ECSU Picks Race 'Friend Rashy Kicked
Cameraman Out Of Post. Finds New One
ELIZABETH CITY — Javon
Brothers, senior art major at
Elizabeth City, N. C. State
University, was recently ap-
pointed to the new position ofl
University Photographer. Ac-
cording to President Marion D.
Thorpe, the position was cre-
ated and filled in order to en-
hance the services of the Office
of Development under which
comes the Office of Public
Information.
painting and photographic In-
terests for the aesthetic appre-
ciation and development nec-
essary for a high degree of
!professionalism.
!problems associated with his or not?" Trembling from head
work. to toe, Holt ran to the door
When Dickerson went down saying, "I've got to go to the
to determine what the "prob- bathroom!" To this day Holt
lems" were, he was told quite has never denied it, nor has he
June saying that his War, had
! been revised and that the di-
ference which was •ittiput $350
would be deducted' from his
"I would like to think that this
particular offense and all other
disruptive incidents which have
occurred in our schools have
been consistently handled with-
out discrimination against any
person or any group or persons
because of race "
be raised. What the Justice
Department will do remains to
be seen. But the three teach-
ers can get their own eas going
if they can o La-in the
necessary funds. They are ap-
pealing to all who can help.
Since they are unable to ob-
During all this time Dickerson tam n jobs in Mobile they will
was r e c eiving threatening undoubtedly be forced to leave
phone calls and has even had unless swift action is taken
shots fired outside his house1 against the School Board.
SEE THEM TODAY!
1970 DODGES
NOW ON DISPLAY.
The '70 Dodges have more of what you're.
looking for. There's more luxury for big-
car fans, more zip for performance buffs,
and more ways to save you economy-
CORONET ... very big for its price.
Enter 1970 Coronet. Low on price, big on room. Big? You bet.
Coronet seats six adults comfortably. Looking for a car with a
price that will drive you right out of the high-rent district?
See Coronet. At the Dodge Boys:
minded people money. Visit your Dodge
Dealer now to find the car that's just the
right size and the right price for you.
Come in and drive it out today.
CHALLENGER 70:
Every decade has its
challenger . .. this is,
1970's. Challenger is the
only new entry in the sports.
compact field. Engine
choices run from a thrifty:
Six up to the optional 426:
Hemi. Nine models in all.:
priced to compete with.
the pony cars. Your:
new Challenger will:
change the world you:
drive in, for good.:
DART SWINGER ... the peoples' choice with a new look.
Take a good look at the new-looking Swingers today. '70
Swingers come with a smooth, longer hood designed to house
new, larger engines_ A thrifty new 198-cu.-in. Six or a snappy
318-cu.-in. V8 on most models. Dart Swinger—the going com-
pact for the man going compact.
CHARGER ... a new version of Dodge's success car.
It's a sharp-looking, sports-type car with a little more room.
What else's new'? A continental-type front bumper that encom-
passes the grille. Your choice of bucket or bench seats. See
t it, drive it now.
Now 
Dodge
MONACO ... a new concept in luxury.
Test drive the 1970 Monaco. You'll like the new Torsion-Quiet
Ride The engine, the supple torsion bars, and the steering
wheel are mounted on a massive frame which is isolatitx.c1 from
the Unibody with special rubber mounts in critical areas. The
result, Torsion-Quiet Ride. A new concept in luxurious driving.}
If you like going first class...
you could be
DODGE
MATERIAL.
A
2
9
6
9
•ro.. 4.- •
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N.Y. Legion
NEW YORK — Horace Gil-
more Rapelyea, clocker for the
New York Racing Association,
has been elected Post Com-
mander of Robert F Mange'
Picks Chief
Post No. 1781 of the American
Legion, which is made up of
veterans associated with New
York tracks. He succeeds Ed-
ward Schlotter of the NYRA
Mutuels Department.
Rapelyea was born in Man-
hasset, New York, 99 years
aro. A World War II veteran,
he served in the European
Theatre of Operations. He is
a resident of Flushing, New
York.
BLENDED wNiSKEY • 88 PROOF • 65% GRAIN NEUTRAL GPIRITS01969 CALVERT 01ST. CO.. LOUISVILLE, Ky.
It's not
pushy.
. Watch out,though, fix its easy-talking ways.
&lit Whiskey could soft sell you into forgetting that it's 86 proof.
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Calvert Extra,The Soft Whiskey
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closed Sunday
Armour luncheon Meat
TREET 12oz. 590
Minute Mode Fla. frozen limit 3
ORANGE JUICE 1202.39*
Riceland plume tender grain
RICE 16 oz. box 1 2*
Hormel
TOMB or
CHlajw BEANS
limit 4
15oz. 23*
:It!!! 
limit 3
CATSUP 26oz. btl. 3Bop
1102T/Xiion fir& 4
REMNCH 46 oz. 25
Dualp Hienz
whit*, yellow,.,
devils feed.lelessent
CAKE MIX 3 89*
JOT: liquid fey 594
DETERGENT
limit 2
22 oz.bottio 39*
Swot
 anagroMo
T112 'OTHER' PaRKS — Kyle Johnson stars as a you
growing up in a small mid-western town in Warner Bros.-
Seven Arts "THE LEARNING TREE", written produced.
directed by Gordon Parks, noted photo-journalist, from his
autobiographical novel. Estelk Evans, Alex Clarke and
Dana Elcar also star in the Technicolor-Panvision film
Drama, now showing al the Adams, Palmer Park, Cinema
II and State Wayne theatres.
- -
Ex-Torcean Named
P&G Saks Manager
CINCINNATI, 0., — James
W. Lawson, Jr., has moved to
f a new sales management posi-
tion with Procter & Gamble in
the Cleveland area.
In his position as unit sales
manager, Lawson is responsi-,
ble for supervising several
salesmen — as well as per-
sonally retaining sales re-
sponsibility for several major
accounts in P&G's toilet goods
sales force.
A native of Harrisburg, Pa.,
Lawson joined Procter & Gam-
ble in August, 1965 as a sales-
man in the Cincinnati area. He
was promoted to district head
salesman in the Cincinnati area
He was promoted to district
head salesman for t he com-
pany's Chicago toilet goods
sales district in August, 1968.
He became unit sales manager
of the Chicago district in Jan-
uary, 1969, and transferred to
the Cleveland district in June.
Lawson attended West Vir-
ginia State College and Central
4714' eit"51
MENIPPIS LARGEST FOOD STORES
SOUTH--1232 E. SHELBY DRIVE (WHITEHAVEN
EAST-5014 POPLAR (AT MENDENHALL)
MIDTOWN--1620 MADisON
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
HEAVY
BEEF
Roast
center cut boneless chuck
per lb. 79
12oz. can
FROSTING MD( 290
& Fork 14.s.
CUT GREEN BEANS 100
Blue pl ot,
Mayonnaise ,,
GOVT. INSPT. GRADE "A-
FRYERS
cut up per lb. 35 I0
A legged per lb. 390
Rosedale
PEAR HALVES
29oz 334t
Campbell's 46o z .
TOMATOE JUICE 370
Underwood
DEVILED HAM 4S oz 3 9 0
Fred Montesi "self rising "
MEAL 5111, bag 470
::Armour Cure (Reg. 69c lb.) lb. pkg. Eitio
-or Fred Montesi (Reg. 66c lb.) lb. pkg. 50
or Fisher Beef Bacon 'Reg. 80c ) 12oz. pkg. 19$
FRED MONIES, Country Style
—
PORK
'-SAUSAGE
Fresh Ground
HAMBURGER
2 [b. bag
9..
41b. pkg. or more lb. 59*
Clorox
BLEACH 1; gal. 330
Pillsbury S%oz.pkg
PIE CRUST MIX 170
Smuckers strawberry
PRESERVES . 53e
ill Smooth 18oz.
PEANUT BUTTER 490
Van Camp 290z.
PORK & BEANS 2f0,310
FRED IVLONTES!
Armour Cure(reg.6901b.) lb. pk..11* or
Fred Mon test (reg.6641b.) lb. Olt
or Fisher B•ef Bacon (rerg.80e) 12ox. pkg.19/
With coupon and 5.00 additional purchase excluding
olu• of coupon metchondise fresh milk products
and tobacco also excluded in compliance with oat.
u 
law). coupon •xpires noon Wednesdey Oct. 1.st 1969 F
ANTI! roes." purchas• not included in coupon re-
steeteti;fl . ONE COUPOtt PER FAMILY PER WEEK
BEEF
Short Ribs
short per lb. 49*
for boiling choice 290
SLAB
Slab BACON amout,_
sliced per. lb. mid"m".'
piece per lb. 590
OM.
I Shrines Rescued By UNCF
State College at Wilberforce,
0., where he received a Bach-
elor of Science degree in
Business Adminsitration in 1965.
He was active in campus af-
fairs at Central State, serving
as president of the junior class,
acting president of the Ameri-
can Marketing Association sto-
JAMES W. LAWSON, JR.
dent chapter, and treasurer of
the Men's Senate. He played
varsity football and participat-
ed in track at West Virginia
State, and also played briefly
with the Harrisburg Caps pro-
fessional football team of
the Continental League
Jarvis
Trustee
Feted
NEW YORK — This fast ma-
turing, third free-born genera-
tion of color was only one-third
born, 25 years ago, when the
United Negro College Fund
came into being.
The upper two-thirds of
that generation is now in be-
ing and must come to know
that UNCF helped perpetuate
the aims and high purpose
of the nation's only black-ad-
ministered shrines. Blessed.'
with command of their ea-
vironment, those colleges are
basic trustees of a black man's
tradition, otherwise ignored.
The UNCF is immensely
pleased to present this 25th an-
nual report to its contributors.
Within their limited means,
the 36 member colleges of the
United Negro College Fund
continued, during 1968, to car-
HAWKINS, Tex. — Dr. Cleo
W. Blackburn of Indianapolis,
Incl., former president of Jar-
vis Christian College, and now
a member of the college's
board of trustees, was honored
at a special banquet at a na-
tional convention in Seattle,
Wash., on Aug. 20.
The 8,000 me mbers of the
Christian Church (Disciples of
Christ) who gathered for the,
church's annual general assem-
bly honored Dr- Blackburn for
his pioneer work in the field of
social work.
Joining Dr. Blackburn at the
honors table for outstanding
contributions in their respec-
tive field were UCLA basket-
ball coach John R. Wooden,
U. S. Rep Edith Green t D-
Ore.,1 and retired Christian
Century editor Harold E. Fey.
Jarvis is affiliated with the'
Christian church, and mem-
bers of the Oklahoma. Louisia-
na, Arkansas and Texas area
are contributing $500,000 to-
ward building Jarvis Christian
College a religion and philoso-
phy center
Among the main program I
speakers were Jesse Jackson,
of Chicago, head of "Operation
'Breadbasket," a program of
boycotts and pressure designed
,to bolster black job and busi- I
ness opportunities.
ry their share of what infor
ad individuals recognize as Ur
toughest and most urgent hige,
er education task in the nar,
tion — that of providing fir
young Negro Americans the
education they need to COI.
pete successfully for the mart
opportunities now available tIC
them and to render useful soma;
ice in a rapidly changing soc-
iety.
DPH 1:00 FM 10-2-69 %NO, County
F-004-1(10), np 79020-2211-14
F-006-1(12), SP-79020-2212-111
ST24 from 71ss. St. Line to Getwell Rd.
Ins. Dates: Aug. 26, 1969 a
Sept. 23, 1969 ai
ENO PROJECT I•So.
79o2o-222-14
447s.se
END PROJECT
F-004- 1(10) R.O.W.
79020-2211- 14 
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0 AD.
4/, 1,4
BEGIN PROJEcT
F-004- I IO) ROW.
79020 - 2211- 14
ivOTE  MAP  NOT TO SCALE.
GENERAL LOUTLON MAP I
BEGIN PROJECT
-004-1I12)
79020-2212-4 
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NOTICE OF DESIGN PUBLIC HEARING
The DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS of the State of Tennessee hereby advises
tIi, public that it will conduct a PUBLIC HEARING on October 2, 1969, at 1:00
o'clock P.M. at the Quarterly Courtroom, Lobby Level, Shelby Co. Administration
Bldg. at 160 N. Main St., Memphis, Tennessee, with respect to the proposed con-
struction of PROJECT NO. F-004-1(10), SP-79020-2211-14, F-004-1(12), SP-79020.
2212-14, SHELBY COUNTY, which is generally described as follows:
SR 4 from the Mississippi State Line to Getwell Road, Shelby County. The proposed
design consists of the construction of a 4-lane divided highway. Control of access
will be limited to the portion of the project from the Mississippi line to north of
Holmes Road, around public road intersections, and around the proposed interchange
at Perkins Road.
Maps, drawings and other pertinent information developed by the Tennessee
Department of Highways, and any written views received from any of the State's
resources, recreation, and planning agencies, and from interested or affected Federal
agencies, local public officials and agencies, and public advisory groups, will be
available for public viewing and copying at the Office of Mr. J. W. Bennett, Regional
Engineer of the department, located at State Street, P. 0. Box 429, Jackson, Tenn.
38302. Upon request to the Regional Engineer, the data and information will be
made available at a more convenient location.
The objectives of the hearing will be to provide the local officiak and attic
citizens with complete factual information with respect to the general location, the
major design features, and the economic, social, arid environmental effects which
the project will have on the community, to acquaint the public with the relocation
assistance offered by the State to those persons whose homes or business*: may be
affected because if the proposed highway, and to acquaint the public with the ten-
ative schedules for right-of-way acquisition and construction.
Following the presentation, tlia local officials and citizens will be afforded the
opportunity to be heard relative to the project to provide the Department with
factual information which is pertinent to the determination of the specific location
and major design features, including the social, economic, environmental and other
effects of alternate designs, which will best serve the public interest.
TENNESSEE DEPARTMENT OF HIGHWAYS
By: Henry K. Buckner, Jr
Department Attorney
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FORD
You are cordially invited to inspect and drive the 1970
Utter Ideas from
On
Display
Today
FALCON TORINO MUSTANG THUNDERBIRD MAVERICK
REGISTER FOR FREE PRIZES
REFRESHMENTS AND ENTERTAINMENT
FORD
HULL-DOBBS FORD CITY
2700 POPLAR AVENUE 323-8363
"World's Largest Ford Deeer"
4
/Pack Elected
Officials Talk
Of Third Force
By ETHEL L. PAYNE I and rural ghettos. Heid
WASHINGTON — Dr. Ken. neither militant threats nor
net!) B. Clark, President of thn moderate public relations have
transformed the ghetto. They
will not and cannot .
the fundamental negative reali-
ties of life for the masses of
Negroes in America's urban
LEGAL NOTICE TO BIDDERS
Metropolitan Applied Research
Center, told delegates t o the
first Institute of Black Elected Dr. Clark had particular
Officials that the future of the praise for the appointments of,
Negro in politics can not be re- blacks hy President Lyndon
stricted to the racially segres B. Job' yen and the election of
gated ghettos. He must be pre- Sen. F iward Brooke. He said
pared for the realities and. the while it has become fashiona-
problems of a politics of line ble to derogate the significance
aeration. of these appointments, the fact
The noted New York psycho- remaie I that Lyndon Johnson
logist said that the rapid ex-. made rreversible history in
pension of Negro elected offis his ao0ointment of Thurgood
cials — which has doubled in Marshall to the Supreme Court
the past two years — has stim- and of Dr. Andrew Brimmer as
ulated demands on Negro a governor of the Federal Re-
elected officials to demon- serve Board. Senator Brooke's
strate their understanding of. election demonstrated that a
their ability to solve the con- Negro can be chosen by a pre-
tineing per_b.bierns. dominantly white electorate.
As the number of Nee,rn of- Elsewhere Negroes are mak-
ficials increase, the residents ing steady gains as witnessed
of the g hetto will pt-r(ei‘e by the elections of Carl Stokes
their election as evidence of in Cleveland, Richard Hatcher
the real power to change. Ne- in Gary, Charles Evers in
gro officials must insist that Mississippi and t he primary
they be taken seriously as pub- victories of Thomas Bradley in,
lic officials and that they be Los Angeles and Richard Aus-
listened to in the halls of pow-, tin in Detroit. i
er. It is no longer realistic —
no longer good politics — for
top white political officials to t
depend upoe whites as the 
inSou
-
terpreters of the needs and
aspirations of the Negro peo-
ple Clark drew heavy applause
at this point .
At no time since the Recon-
struction have 
_American civil
night been more complex
and confused — and the un-
certainties and challenges of
Negro political officials more
demanding. Now, as then the
ADVICE FROM 11 PRO — Actor Al Freeman, Jr., (left)
gives some tips on movie making to James Scott (stand-
ing) and Dave Williams of the 12th and Oxford Streets
Film Makers Corporation in Philadelphia. Freeman is cur-
rently starring with Burt Lancaster in the Columbia Pic-
tures release, "Castle Keep," the story of an American
infantry squad's last stand against enemy counter attack
during World War U. The Philadelphia group is comprised
of former gang leaders now involved in movie making
pursuits.
Told Rule May
ton School Cut-Offs
promises of progress are in' Black Elected Officials Con-sinvited to a conference in
conflict with the forces of re- ference was meeting last week, Washington to 
discuss the is-
gression the Southern Governors C012- sue.
Dr. Clark scored political of- .ference -was also meeting. The
ficials who are content to re- Nixon
 Administration somehow
sort to slogans of law and or- 
I managed to have Secretary
der and who seem addicted to 
Robert M. Finch's office circu-
late two differing messages ofpious recommendations of un-
realistic . directly opposite comme
nt, but
sentimentalism that each was told the thing that
have not in any way changed respectively each of the two
groups wanted to hear.
U. S. Secretary of Health,
Education and Welfare (HEW)
Robert M. Finch told the
0' Black Elected Officials that
more integration of schools
would be witnessed in the next
two years than in all 15 years
since the U. S. Supreme Court so that states can dispense
Decision. Fioch said he would them as they see fit.
tegrating some whites into Ne- mAteeting
the. Black Elected 
Finch had told 
Officials L
the La'', Told Toalso tackle the problem of in-
gro schools instead of closing black delegates present that
the latter, located in black .( he were they he would not
neighborhoods, down. worry too much about "lump
But the Southern governors sum stage grants under the
complained bitterly about buss 
"New • Federalism" since Con
g r a ti o n — even like it is being
l ing children for the sake of intesgress might not pass the pro
done now — and Vice President 
posal anyhow. 
- 
worldly 
YelORrieKn— Thece 
of law
limistteucl-
Spiro Agnew, who used to be But the 115 school districts dents is more trouol
ing than it
a member of the Southern with Federal funds cut off, who ever was, and as a res
ult of
Governor's Conference, car- have not been complying with this growing problem, a 
feder-
ried the Administration's mes-,school desegregation guidelines al judge has suggested that
sage on desegregation to them.,or who reneged on promises of law students be required to
Proposals will b• Itsihy,
th• Memphis Housing Authority
et its office 700 Adams Aver
nus. Mitmphi s, T on n• s sok tin-
til 10:00 A.M. E.D.T. Pridoy
October 10.1969. for th• 6urrir
isking of all labor_ matoriells
and equipment to modify •n •
(1) st••l cos•rnent window in
sick of appresirn•toli 1,320
soortrrionts located i n Lanier
Terrace, Tenn. 1.1„ t.eifsyn.
Condon, Tonn.1.41,1-4kand en•
(I) aluminum cesenterst window
in each of apprortimat•ly sie•
hunsfroil (650) apartments is
C loisborn• Mom•s.. Tenn. 1.1
Detailed proposal forms and
specifications ore ayailabl• at
th• Control Office. 700 Adams
Avenue,, Momphis. T 
Attention is colloid to rho fact
this root loss Shaw tito minimum
wages so forth in th• speci-
fications must be priori by the
contractors. Tit • Controcter
mu's, emsur• that orriploy•its and
applicants for orriploym•nt are
not diticriminated against b••
cous•olth•ir taco crtied cola,
Of, •r national origin.
The Memphis Misusing Autl, ort•
ry r•s•r.ss th• right to ro te°
St's or all bids rtiLto.raisi.a any
Information in th• bidding.
All bidders shall ha licensed
contractors as raqvirod by Chap-
ter 135 eif Public Acts of 1945
• Is. Gomm,' Assembly of th•
State of T it, • n d, a II
Amendments thereto. The bid-
der's norn• and contractor's li-
c•ns• number must by placed
on th• fac• of th• ran.•lop• con -
seining sh• bid documents. All
biddies s ewe? •le• hays City of
1406106.6 Prly.lege lc.nsi and
submit e.itlonc• of saist• in bidd-
ing.
This document s and shell b•
port of Oils contract.
Nei bid shall b• withdroy., for
• pitied.) thirty (30) days tub-
soilitroot to th• opening of bids
without th• consent of the Mem-
phis Housing Authority.
MEMPHIS HOUSE
AUTHORITY
Or•lie Lpabetter
Secretary
NA11 COLORING
: Elles That CRAY
. The Last* Wq
z5,17 11/1111a1M. . evenWei bait' be-
moans 70"." /*eking/
dark sod tostrwsk_rsmant
vita loaarigIsta STRAND
Hair lorsag won't rob ME
Si' wash amt. Safe with goon
maneatc too. Try STRAND,
ONLY 98*
wean—
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STRAND MA 0014111P1111
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lit elicit- Si
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Ask for It et
WASHINGTON — While the Federal aid cut off would becials group that his office'si
figures show that integration
quoted at about 20 percent at
the time the Johnson Admin-
istration left office has now
gone up to nearly one third,
news a ;encies surveys were
giving a much more state-by
state account of the figures
showing that segregation in
many places in the South is
still decidedly "token" and
that the range even in the same
state varies like the feckles on
the bodies of some white south-
erners
Agnew broke from his pre-
pared text to oppose racial bus-
ing, hut he paired it with a
The invitations sent out by
HEW to the 115 Southern school
districts just happened to
mention that aruging in a Fed-
eral Court case in Florida mayl
possibly make it impossible for ,
the U S to cut off funds to an
entire st.ite when some schools
districts just refuse to comply,
but others do.
The Nixon Administration had
already told the National Con-
ference of Governors that it
hat !seen working up a plan to
make lump sum grants to S
states vrith no strings attached Students Of
court orders to desegregates
were told about the Taylor!
County, Fla., Federal Court
scolding for the Southern Decision
Governers on gerrymandering That decision handed dour)
their school districts for racial this past summer, ruled that
reasons. He, too, said the Fed- failure to desegregate 
one
eral law on desegregating I P ederally aided educat
ion pro-
gram is not sufficient reason
se hoots was going to be ear-
ned out—but "through stimu- to cut off funds in all F
ederally
biting compliance rather than aided education 
programs.
compelling submission And even while Finch was"
The Southern Governors, telling the Black Elected Offi
however, were busy readying a
resolution opposing racial bal-
ance in schools as a condition
for qualifying for Federal
schools aid.
At about the time Agnew
spoke, Finch's office was an-
nouncing that all 115 Southern
school districts who have had
TRY
WANT AD
IN THE
CLASSIFIED
SECTION
Tri-State
Defender
2 Lines  2 weeks
Only $1 '00
Call now
Jackson 6-8397
Cosh-in on anything you
hove for sole 
Find Slums
live and work in slum areas,
"for a number of weeks o r
months to understand the
people they may have to deal
with."
Judge Jack B Weinstein of
the United States District
Court, Eastern District of New
York, made his suggestion at a
meeting of editors of the Co-
lumbia Journal of Law and
Social Problems
Draped's—Custom Tailored
vs/N"'
TO YOUR EXACTING
SPECIFICATIONS
SLIP COVERS
CUSTOM TAILORED
• SAMPLES SHOWN,
CUT AND FIT IN
YOUR HOME FROM
100% COTTON
FABRICS
WIDE ASSORTMENT OF
PATTERNS COLORS
LOWEST PRICES
EASY. TERMS
SAMPUS SHOWN IN THE
COMFORT OF YOURN140AtE
AT YOUR CONVENIENCE
WITHOUT OBLIGATION
r eanswpwas se taw inw mosimmi
WINDOW
TREATMENTS
• Venetian Blinds
• Decorative Shades
• Vertical Blinds
• Austrian Shades
• Decorative Wood
Shades
WILLIAMS
A\AI IND CO.
216 S. Pauline Tel. 216-4431
THIS WEEK'S
ISCOUNT
•.•••Mil
,.••••
N!MMI
••••YINIO0PRICES
TO HELP YOU GET BETTER FOOD
FOR LESS MONEY ..
HE SNOWDRIFT
SHORTENING
choice 19
offer
coupon
with our
SANDWICH
BREAD
FRESH
SWEET
POTATOES
U.S. CHOICE TEPIDERAYI
°AND STILL GET
TOP VALUE
STAMPS
You Can't Do Netter
Anywhere Else !
torowativ
GIANT
COLD POWER
3-lbs.
1-ox.
pkg.
uk
PIES
Chicken, Tut"( •
Sett or M.sc.ront
8. Cheese. I as.
En.
FRESH, TENDER
YELLOW CORN
N. 69
KROCEP f- P.E9-4
WHOLE FRYERS
cut up Fryer,
Or mixed pcws,
FRESH PICNIC STYLE
PORK ROAST
4,9t
—a
RED
POTATOES
bag
Lb
Boston Roll Roast Ib.990
Country Style
Sliced Bacon 
• COUNTRY CLUB or MORRELL'S PRIDE
All -Meat -Weiners
111 EXTRA torVALUE STAMPSwith *in mown% and
$5.00 purchase,
osicluding tobacco and fr•itle-or froton
pradesta, end in addition to any other pin-
ch so tormalromionrs.Goosl tiwalTues... Soot,
Limit Otto.
ma▪ le
1 ,11 1 111 1 1 1,11 91 1 1 1 ,11,11 ,11
MOW WNW. nalliir
-411
eAs
ems
SNOWDRIFT SHORTENING 316'194
orCRISCO OIL, 38oz. .9t 
wits, this coupon and $5.00 solditiontol pur
cites& •scluding tobacco and fresh sift...
mill. **duets, Good thru Tiros.. Sopt-30 194)
Until Ot‘sp.
' .1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1.°11 1 111:•
• illiTilkTiTiTittliTITITIMITif t;t9tit
1.11•1
swig
•
12m59
BONUS COUPON.
7 
bp.
Poet DEW Tor vALue STAMPS /
with a 24.oa. jag
Enigma,/ Jelly 
- so
with four 6-os-
SO Krnger Gelatins
witha bd. Kruger
100 Liquid Sweetner 
SO with two Danish Pastries
with s.te, as more Ground
SO Cit t or itounsi 
ith 2 p • Fryer Bream,50 wLegs or m Thiihs
with 2 Pigs- 'sres—
w
age
SO Pork Chops 
with 2 pkgs. Center-
SO Sliced Ham 
25 with $9c or more Unarm.
25
25
tS
25
with 5-lbsl Potatoes
with _ heads Lettuce
with 2 pkgs. BuIlss [Z
EZ
ar
Rg
'E
li
pE
il
a 
with 3-lb. kag Apples
4
2
9
6
9
•
•
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Pregnant Over 40 No Joke, M.D. Says
By LOUSE CHASE the predicament of the shocked
Wonsee:a Medical News Service t imiddle-aged woman who finds
NEW YORK (WMNS) — Onjherself pregnant is played tor
stage, screen and television,1 laughs.
TV STATION ENGINEER
awane•Or•
••••••••••
•11111••••••
Excellent opportunity for experienced
TV Engineer. First-Class FCC license
required. Phone or Write
Chief Engineer WHBQ—TV
An Equal Opportunity Employ•r
check your
place in the
SHELBY UNITED NEIGHBORS
t •••••41.1t 
MECHANICS WANTED
GAS & DIBEL
Permanent Position. Group Life and Hospital Benefits, Paid
Vacation. Local truck leasing company has openings for Me-
chanics who w ant steady employment in large, roomy shop.
Good working Conditions. CALL GLENN DeWITT at 942-4687.
CARL CARSON LEASING CORP.
AN EQUAL OPPORTUNITY EMPLOYER
APPRECIATION SALE
October 18th
Junior League Thrift Shop
205 Madison
You Don't Pay More..
YouhistGetMoreAt
• VAUANT
• ROAD RUNNER
• PLYMOUTH
• CHRYSLER
• IMPERIAL
ISHER
1925 UNION•275-1143
Is real /He, however, suchi
unwelcome fertility is usually a
tra ge d y, says Dr. Stuart
Oster.
Drawing on his experience as
director of the Family plan-
ning Clinic at St. Luke's Hos-i
pital Center, Dr. Oster calls,
these unplanned pregnancies'
MOVING?
For Complete
Quality Service, Local
Long Distant and
Storage,
Call 527-5297 for
Free Estimates
E-Z Storage & Van Co.
493 S. Main St.
t—
TogTHACHE
Don't *utter —relieve
ph in seconds as millions do with
IIRA-(L. Many dentists recommend
Wag ORA-1EL until you get
pieleemonal treatment.
__Ai • Neel laweintaing •
coraqui
PEST
EXTERMIRATRI6 CO.
TEMIETIS-BOAONES
ATE' MD- RATS
Ulmil sod Ilesdei
CALL IN SWORE VW An
MAMAS=
"WE IULL T• uns
CALL
01. EVERS
FOR FREE ESTIMATES
PH. PA 7-6033
Co n fey _Auto
Service
Automatic Transmissioas,
Ten. Ups, Motor Work,
Free Estimates
Al? Work Guaranteed
Phon• 276-9211
1500 E: McLEMORE AT RAYNER
MEMPHIS, TENN.
I not believe a middle-aged worn?
"second only to the tragic an should run any risk of get.
unwanted pregnancies of single tit:1g pregnant,
— deeply disturbing 2) There are fewer cases of
psychologically, medically, so- irregular bleeding than with
cially and economically, the intrauterine device, and,
An over44 pregnancy, corn-
 bleeding between periods in an
ing when a woman's children older woman always necessi-
are grown up, means complete
disruption of her life and of
her husband's too. Physically,
totes careful investigation;
3) Patients returning for re-
newals of their pill prescrip-
It may be dangerous Dr. Oster tions simultaneously ieeeive
points out that pregnancies atimedical check-ups.
this age are more likely to "A lot of wo men over 40
develop complications and that think that they cannot con-
mongoloid children are more c.eive any longer," Dr. Oster
frequently born to older wom-:says. "But they're very wrong.
en than to younger women. II myself was astonished to find
Moreover, pregnancy placesihow many women that age are
new mothers."
More than two out of every
100 live births in New York Ci-
ty are to women past 40. In
the St. Luke's family planning
clinic, 3.8 per cent of the new
patients fall into that ag cote-
preference:
j (1) Taken correctly, birth
control pills are virtually 100
CAN YOU USE
MORE CASH?
CITY FINANCE
CONVINIINT
IOC/MONS
001$ (IS, ,
01011.1.4. •
”RVI(1
SOMERS
DOUBLE ACTION
/CDLORS6M1 HAIR BLACK
MESSES HAIR IIIRM,E
LEARN TO DRIVE
It Yeu Have Any Trouble What so Ever
In Getting Driver License
Call
Tennessee Driving School
BR 5-3600
REDEEM YOUR COUPONS
2400 FREE
QUALITY STAMPS
FOR YOU
...4••••••
Bring The Quality Stamp Coupons that
you received in the mail to one of
the lucky Foods Stores listed below
No. 1 —3471 Poplar at 141ghland No. 9-2219 Florida No. 26-5205 Highway 61 S.
P.O. 2-1471 Florida at Parkway No. 10-1478 National No. 27-1693 Lauderdale
No. 3 — 4808 Navy Rd., Millington No. 11 --Stimson's 1506 E. Iroadway, W. Mfs. No. 42— Inverness, Miss,
No. 4-549 South Parkway East No. 12-3152 Johnson No. 48-2458 Chelsea
No. 6-661 Chelsea No. 14-4701 Highway 51 South No. 52— Ridgely, Tenn.
No. 7-4280 Macon Road No. 15-2481 Dwight Road No. AD—Selmer, Tenn.
No. 1-452 E. Shelby Drive No. 17-4591 Quince
a grievous strain on women
who may have recently begun
Ito suffer from diabetes, high
blood pressure, arthritis and
jother diseases common to mid-
dle age.
"I'm not against an older
woman getting pregnant if she
has a good and compelling
reason for wanting a child. But
at that age she should certain-
ly have a complete physical M. M. Tovell, found that six
examination before starting a out of 10 of these patients had
pregnancy," Dr. Oster remarks given birth within the previous
Under ordinary circum-
stances, Dr. Oster Advises his
middle-aged patients to take GRILLED FISH
I birth control pills although ACCOMPANIMENT
they may choose another con-. Cut fresh nectarines into
traceptive method if they wish, thick rings and slide rings off
• He cites three reasons for his Pits one at a time. Brush
fruit with mustard and place
alongside fish on barbecue to
heat for a few minutes. Spoon
a bit of chutney or relish into
'center of each ring to serve.
percent effective and he does. CLASSIFIED Baby Nurse Honored
SECTION
SIEL/P WANTED, VEMALt
TRANSCRIPTION=
id mit have 2 years a:persona In
Vedics I terminology. Type TO wpm.
Good salary. Apply Tuts thru Fri.
METHODIST HOSPITAL
LIN UNION AVENUE
An Squid Opportunity Employer
Wholesale Wallpaper Save up to 80%
rialecetorzeleeCtliosneouriny4Ba, nkrupt stcrs/aksa.
t':oths Wm. Webster Paint Co.
1907 Madison 275•111117
_
HOMES VOK SALE
DREAM HOME
WITH PANELED DEN
The owners have practically rellu 1 1,1
'this house and workshop. Cera
tiled bath.", installed stiTleas - ste;.,
and washer con. neetion in k7taschhe -
They concreted and wrousht..l.roned the
porch end  built a washed-concrete  
Patio. There are storm doors, aluminum
Awnings new root and many other
features In this 2 BR., Den and t.
Dr. home. 2987 Waverly. A Gioori loo,,
is available.
THEODORE PRIGGIE 683975:.
WILSON -GA.LBREATI3 CO
21511 Union Ave. 276-451
REALTORS
gory. Several are over 45. 3874 KIMBALL
For most, it's a case of bet- New house conditioned. Could be 4
ter late than never. Dr. Oster floured 
BR. home, as 2 BR. now 
and a colleague, Dr. Harold DR, Biz front porch. Nice fenced
. New -loan available
year
Ft'afiett Hughes 685-8149
WILSON-GALBREATH CO.
2158 Union Ave. 715-45115
REALTORS
Save d blIlldle!
Lease trucks from
CARL CARSON!
A native of Middletown, Pa.,
Washington, D.C. — Mrs. Ella she is well known in Harris-
Evans Greene, a Daughter Elk burg, she has a sister, and New
for twenty years, was honored )ork. She is the daughter of
while attending the national the late Viola and Mart o n
convention, by a group of Evans, who headed their own
friends. She had been named
Baby Nurse of the Year by Les
Amigos.
business in Middletown for 47
years.
WHY WORRY?
LET US. . .
do your electrical wiring property. .
Instoll your air conditioners . . . sell you
the proper air conditioner you nead —
and combine a on onelretsy-to.pay
monthly contract.
THAN'S
LOAN I FFICE
BARGAINS IN UNREDEEMED PLEDGES
SUITS • O'COATS • SHOT GUNS • LUGGAGE
AND MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS.
MONEY LOANED
ON ALL ARTICLES OF VALUE
176 & 17$ REAL STREET IA 6.5300
3 AND 1
Run a classified ad for 3 weeks. At 250 a line
and get the 4th week free. If you hove anything
to buy, sell, trade, or jobs. If your looking for
something special. Place an ad and get this
offer while it last. Call 526-8397
Whirlpool
AIR CONDITIONER
SALE!
ii
special! 9,500 BTU
Exclusive Comfort Guard Control
eliminates extreme temperature ups and downs.
Pushbutton controls. 2 Fan Speeds . COOL
tor worm days, LO COOL for evening and noght
ccmfort. You can install it yoursittf it's so compact.
Both -in overload protector on compressor. Re-
moves 2.1 pints of moisture per hour.$
Mo eh APM-095-3
BUY ON ACE'S EASY PAY PLAN
<al>
Whirlpool
16,500 BTU I
for large scale I
cooling
only! I
239 I
Sad I454
Acilusroble thermostat — just set and forget! "Dry Steer con-
'auction only from Who'lpool to prevent rust out. Special silenc-
ing chamber obsorbs excessive noise. 2-way air direction reflec- I
lots to direct oir where you wont it.
I 1,4
I tr
I
All 4 fr011ies
OPIN
'HI • p.m.
IV ICY 44101111
•
Whirlpool 18,000 BTUt-OR EXTRA FAST
COOL DOWN.
ONLY!$279
ATL-1111-4
New SUPfR COOL control, gets rid of heat bu.ld-up in a house
that's been closed up all day. Comfort Guard control with ad-justable thermostat. Dry Steel construction and 4-way air direc-
tion allows you to direct cool air Up, down, to either side . .
(
 MODEL ALT-221-3 AVAILABLE IN 22,000 BTU
EL. . R GATLIN L L CATLIN JR R O. KINRLiAPPLIANCE Co•
SERVING THE MID-SOUTH AREA FOR OVER 24 YEARS
EAST
3411 SeNININ•
Ptsene 324-4404
WHITEHA YEN
4211 Ithr• II
Pim** 396-0H3
FRAYSER
me re... in,It Ci
1011••• 288-4381
LAMAR
2174 Leaver
Phone 7434370
Phone For
Quick
Delivery!
• 1
-•••
1111•11121111k.
'so Nit MN SOUTHLAND
-.3
MILLION DOLLAR GREYHOUNDS ARE RACING AT SOUTHLAND GREYHOUND PARK TONIGHT.
POST TIME 8 P.M.
PLENTY OF FREE PAVED PARKING
CLOSED ON WEDNESDAY AND SUNDAY NIGHTS
4-
a
04111111444..
